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THE LARGEST CIRCULATION AND READERSHIP IN THE BAY AREA 
  

may i have your 

hand in love and 

friendship ?   
FENCE 

An Exceptional Selection of Wines and Spirits 

Created Expressly for the San Francisco Connoisselr 

Prompt Delivery 

Sukkers offers a unique shopping environment, and a widely knowledgeable staff eager 

to provide a broad range of highly personalized services to help enhance your reputa- 

tion as an impeccable host. Expert counseling in selection, storage and service of fine 

wines, including assemblage of private cellars. Guidance in CTIA CTTaA Te a well-stocked 

bar, as well as projections of beverage requirements for social functions of all 14 oI-1   Complete catering facilities to meet the needs of any special occasion. 
a) 

Drop by and say hello! 

Al Heil 

\ 1 ) 

1401 Polk Street - San Francisco, California 94109 - (415) 673-3645 

INE 3 20 (SIL e) = forcmpress  



    

    

THIS IS OUR CHANCE. . .. . .. 

WE KNOW MILTON MARKS IS OUR FRIEND    

  

GIVE HIM YOUR SUPPORT! 

ELECT 

MARKS 

   

      
        SUNDECK NOW RE-OPENED OPEN ROUND THE CLOCK 

24 HOURS 

   

              
  

     
       

  

  
  

    

  

  

    
            
   

  

      
        

     

      

  

                  
  

  

NO e Private Rooms * Jacuzzi e Color TV 
MEMBERSHIP 

REQUIRED 
* Refreshments ® Sauna e Steam 

e Lounges e Gym e Heated Pool 

e Lockers ¢ Bunk Room e Security Boxes 

® Sun Deck ® Patio FREE A RAIA AAR ARAL 

* * A . 

Super Clean A $2 LOCKER * Endorsed by: 
& by Every Mon Thru Fri by PARTIAL LIST 
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Protest of Police 
Policies In Hiring 
  

Approximately 100 persons gath- 
ered on the steps of City Hall, Monday, 
Oct. 20th to protest slurs against gay 

people as police officers, by the San 
Francisco Police Department's Captain 
O'Connor, head of the Public Relations 
Dept. 

Only a handful of the demon- 
strators who walked in circles for about 
ten minutes, were very enthusiastic, 

and the remainder appeared to be 
trying to gain a spot on television or in 

the newspaper. Most present agreed 

that it was not so much a sincere 
protest, but a press conference of 
“stars” of the new left of the gay rights 
movement in San Francisco. 

Amidst chanting “Today's pigs, 
tomorrow’s bacon,” and “Off the fascist 
pigs,” and a call to “closet gay-cops” to 
“come out,” the event was presided 
over pontifically by Mr. Paul Hardman 
of the Pride Foundation. Mr. Hardman 
introduced speaker after speaker who 
denounced the vicious slurs upon gay 
people by Captain O'Connor, who 
most all agreed, is a “known 
homophobic.” 

Speaking in addition to Hardman, 
were Ms. Phyllis Lyon of the Gay 
Advisory Board of the Human Rights 
Commissions; Rev. John Barbone of 
the Metropolican Community Church, 
who was applauded with chants of “Off 
the Church, destroy the church-state 
corporations, off the church imperial- 

    

JOIN US IN RE-ELECTING ONE OF 

Doug DeYoung Irene 
Ken Dickman 
Rev. Jon Emory 
Larry Eppinette 

Roberta Bobba Alan Farley 
Brandie Faye 
Walter Barnett Frank Fitch 
Steve Badeau Ted Fergueson 
Vern Becker Mark Freeman 

Gay Community 

Support List 

SHERIFF RICHARD HONGISTO HAS: 

Rev. Bill Johnson 
Randy Johnson Nancy 
Jose Sarria 
Dorr Jones 
James Keefer 
Arline Kempf 
Rodney LalLeme 
Rev. Chuck Larsen Rev. Troy Perry 

ists,” as he concluded his remarks 
concerning the police. Rev. Chuck 
Larson, another MCC minister, and 
employee of SIR, spoke, as did James 
M. Foster, of the Alice B. Toklas 
Memorial Democratic Club. Wanda 
Adams of the Lesbian Rights Alliance, 

and Howard Wallace, a union organizer 
for gay people, were received by the 
crowd the warmest. 

Hank Wilson, of BAGL, spoke as 
did the chairperson of CHE (Committee 

for Homosexual Equality) of London 

England, who just happened to be 
walking by during the demonstration. 
Morty Manford and Arthur Evans, 
noted New York gay activists were 
present also, as San Francisco's own 

Harvy Milk and Larry Littlejohn and 
Tavern Guild president Dick 
Gersbach. 

Highlight of the event was when 
Captain Jeremiah Taylor walked up 
and glared at the speakers as reporters 
converged upon him. Both Taylor and 
the SFPD now say that they will hire 
qualified gay persons, that there is no 
discrimination in hiring in the San 
Francisco Police Department. He did 
not apologize for the statements 
attributed to Captain O'Connor, but it 

has been made clear that the Captain 
has been censured and will not be 
allowed to give out any of his press 
releases without having them first been 
cleared by the Supervising Captain, 
Jermeiah Taylor. 

The demonstration was put toget- 

her by the Gay Coalition (BAGL) and 

was endorsed by( BAGL, Gay 
Teachers’ Caucus, Join Hands, Helping 
Hands Community Services, Gay 

SINCE HIS ELECTION 

TO OFFICE IN 1971, [ 

. Hired several openly Gay staff persons, including | 
one to work with Gay inmates. 

. He has changed internal jail rules that prior to his 
administration discriminated against Gay inmates. 

. He has changed the rules that kept Gay people 
from participating in the various release programs. 

. He has given outside Gay counselors and organi- 

zations clearance to work with Gay inmates 

. He has eliminated ‘‘sexual orientation’’ as a screen 
ing issue for hiring deputies 

. He has consistently and effectively lobbied for 

sex law reform including AB489 and grant money 
beneficial to Gay people. 

. He has opened up a Women's Resource Center at 

the County Jail 

. He has taken one of the worst jails in California 
a jail that study after study had termed a dis- 

grace and embarassment — and put it well on the 
road to becoming a national model for progres- 

sive and humane county jail systems. 

THE BEST SHERIFFS IN AMERICA 

Rusty Smith 
John Schmidt 
Evander Smith 
Rev. Jim Sandmire 
Lori Shannon 
Henry Soares 
Senator Alan Spear 
Earl ’Rick’’ Stokes 
Martin Stowe 

Marcus Manulis 
Hector Navarro 

Mike Newton 
Leon Numainville 
Terry O’Brien 
Michael Owen 
Wm, Parker 

Ron Bentley Tom Fry Ron Lee Bruce Pettit Sweet Lips | 
David Clayton Jim Foster Ferris Lehman Sally Patterson Zana Tamas | 
Don Coffinger William Garrard Harry Leishure Richard Piro Mike Tresini { 
Pat Campano Dick Gayer Larry Littlejohn Bill Plath Kate Ullman | 
Bob Cramer "Michelle" Phyllis Lyon Ken Rice Oscar Villavicencio | 
George Coffman Dick Gersbach Kevin Macre Nathalie Rockhill “joe Vigil | 
Don Cavallo David Goodstein ~~ George Ron Ross . Bruce Voeller 
Peter Carleton Renee Guerrero Don Miesen Rev. Tere Roderick john Wahl 
Jo Daly Lou Greene Del Martin Wally Rutherford Charles Waltz 
Charley Davis Tip Hillan Gary Miller ‘Duke’ Smith Laura Wilenski 
Newton Deiter Gerald Hanson F.E. Mitchell Gustave Sobel Perry Wood 

This is a paid political announcement. 

Coalition on the Media, San Quentin 
Six Defense Committee, NAPA, 
Stanford Gay Peoples Union, Gay 
Crusader newspaper, New American 
Movement NAM-SF, National Organ- 
ization of Women-NOW Golden Gate 
Chapter, Harry S. Truman Democratic 
Club, and Ernie Asten of the Eureka 
Valley Police Community Relations 
Council. 

The event was covered well in the 
Examiner, and to some degree on most 
all television stations. 

It ended amidst cries of “Gay 
Power,” “Gay Cops come out now,” 
and “Smash the Church and State!” 

Gay Radio 
K.N.E.W. Country 

Tune in Sunday night, Nov. 2nd, 
from 8 pm to 9 pm and catch the 
controversial do-gooder, Rev. Ray 
Broshears in an hour long broadcast on 
Country Music California, radio station 
K.N.E.W. as he tells it the way he sees 
it! It is a call-in program, so feel free to 
catch him on K.N.E.W. radio, Sunday, 

Nov. 2nd. 

  

  

  

  

Black Leadership 
Forum Backs 

Prop. B 

Reversing its earlier decision to 
vote no on B, the Black Leadership 
Forum, headed by Joe Williams and 
Terry Francois, told a press conference 
that the Cith was being bankrupted by 
the crafts union, most of which are 
racists, and that due to heavy union 
pressure for the Black Leadership 
Forum to submit to the rule of the 
AFL-CIO labor bosses, they, the 
Leadership Forum, was urging all black 
people to VOTE YES on B, as well as 
everyone else. 
GAY LEADERS URGE YES ON 
PROP. B. 

Several known gay activists have 
joined in urging a YES vote on 
Proposition B. Although laborite 
Harvey Milk is campaigning as the labor 
bosses urge, the gay leadership is urging 
aYESonB 

  

Elmer Wilhelm, president of the SF 

Reform Democratic Club, and Rev. 
Raymond Broshears, president of the 
Harry S. Truman Democratic Club all 
urge a strong Yes on B vote by the gay 
community. Both Wilhelm and Bro- 
shears have pointed out repeatedly that 
the unions are highly anti-gay, and now 
it is the “thing” to get behind gaypeople, 
but they still won’t hire gay people or 
allow gay people in leadership posts in 
the unions. Proposition B, Wilhelm 
said, if not passed, will bankrupt San 
Francisco. Broshears said that if Yes on 
B is not the vote on Nov. 4th, San 
Francisco will be like New York City 
within two years, bankrupt and on the 
verge of riots. 

Others supporting Yes on B, are: 
Bill Beardemphl of the Sentinel, Paul 
Hardman of Pride, David Johns, Dick 
Gersbach and Mark Knox. 

Man Slays Self 

A man identified only as John Doe 
#133, was found shot to death outside 

the Roadrunner bar, on Monday, Oct. 
27th., right before closing. 

A quarrell between the deceased 
and another, supposedly over $3, began 
in the bar, and continued outside on the 
corner. Police were subsequently sum- 
moned. 

The victim had a weapon, which 
the police, upon arrival, told him to 

drop the gun. A scuffle ensued, one 
officer thinking HD #133 intended to use 
it, shot him in the groin. The victim's own 
gun went off during the struggle and he 
shot himself in the head. 

According to the S.F. Chronicle, 
the victim's “shooting himself to death” 
was either accidental or deliberate. He is 
described as being 6'2” tall, weighing 
180 Ibs. , with brown hair and blue eyes. 
He was wearing blue trousers and a blue 
corduroy jacket. he is presumably 
Caucasian, as there is no mention in any 
of the reports. 

  

  

NOV. 4th 
ELECTION DAY. 

VOTE!! 

  

  

PRINTING 

White - U- Wait! 
PRINTERS FOR THE GAY COMMUNITY 

Xerox Copies Only 5 Cents (50 Cent Minimum) 

FAST cRiENDLY 

    
   

JAM SAN FRANCISCO, CA 

SERVICE 

POSTAL Justant PRESS 
“WHERE YOU'RE ALWAYS WELCOME" 

1101 POST STREET 

(415) 441-7227 

Dick Davis, Manager 
Hours: Mon. Thru Fri. 9AM to 5:30 PM 

  

    

  

  

Every 3 Months 

Why should you get a VD checkup 
every 3 months? You haven't had 
symptoms of anything? If you're like a lot 
of people you don’t get routine checkups 
atall, but seek treatment when you have 
reason to believe you have a disease. For 
instance, your penis is dripping pus and 
is irritated upon urination. You run for 
treatment. 

VD would be far less a problem if its 
symptoms were always obvious as in the 
above instance. The individual would 
always be aware of his infection. He 
would seek treatment immediately, 
thereby reducing the probability of 
infecting others. However, symptoms of 
early VD are often non-existent or are so 
subtle as to go unnoticed. For example, 
80% of all rectal gonorrhea is 
asymptomatic. 

An individual with asymptomatic 
rectal gonorrhea can transmit it to 
anyone he gets balled by. He can 
transmit the disease soon after he comes 
into contact with it. The infected 
individual can spread the disease until he 
realizes his infection and is treated. This 
realization may not come until a partner 

takes the iniative to inform him or it is 
diagnosed by a specific VD test (culture). 
For these reasons, if you get screwed 
and you have more than one sexual 
partner, it's a good idea to get frequent 
checkups. 

If you still think you don’t need a VD 
exam at least every 3 months, read on. 
How much do you know about syphilis? 

  

  

Don Banks, Esq. 
B. J. Beckwith, Esq. 
George Raya 

Bob Ross 
Empress Jose | 

Empress Freida IX 
Empress Maxine VIII 

Doug De Young 
Jim Foster 

Irene (Jack McGowan) 
TaTa Peter 

The Advocate 
Harry S. Truman Demo. Club 

Charlene Scott 
Mama Peck 

VooDoo 

Shatzi 

Willie Brown 

Reggie 
Bubba 

Chuck Thayer 

Chuck Demmon 

Flame (Chuck Bayless) 
Rick Hammond (Mr. Cowboy 
Craig Daley 

David Goodstein 
John Preston 

Leona (Lee Thibodeaux) 
Monte Reddick 

You probably know that untreated 
syphilis can cause extensive damage to 
organs of the body. Did you realize it's 
possible to have the disease and not 
know it? 

Consider these facts: Syphillis is 
transmitted by coming into contact with 
the infectious forms of the disease. Two 
forms you may be familiar with are 
lesions (called chanchres) and rashes. 

The chancre is the first symptom of the 
disease and rashes occur during its 
secondary stage. Incubation from time of 
exposure to development of the disease 
ranges from 10 to as much as 90 days. 
During this period there are no 
symptoms! The individual is not infec- 
tious and his blood test is negative. 
Therefore, it is possible to incubate 
syphilis for as much as 90 days (3 

months) and not to be able to detect it. 
Okay, an infected individual cannot 

transmit the disease until one of its 
infectious forms develops. He's going to 
know he has a lesion or other infectious 
forms and seek treatment immediately, 
right? Often not. The lesion(s) develops 
at the point the syphillis organisms 
entered the body. This point may not be 
readily visible. The lesion can occur 

under the foreskin of the penis, in the 
urethea, around or in the anus or it can 

be right on the shaft of the penis but be so 
small as to not cause suspicion. 

Syphillis lesions do not hurt! 
Syphilis rashes do not itch and as such 
are often ignored. All symptoms will 
disappear even without treatment. A 
primary lesion will last from 1 to 5 weeks. 

You should realize now that if you 
haven't had a VD checkup in the last 3 

Tough and effective prosecution of those who 
commit violent crimes upon any citizen. 

months, you could have been exposed 
to, incubated and entered the primary 
stage of syphillis. You could be 
infectuous now. 

If you do become aware of a lesion, 
particularly on the mouth, penis or anus 
be suspicious. Make haste to your doctor 
or the City Clinic. (VD) 

Remember, a VD checkup at least 

A gay introduction service . . . 

For the San Francisco Bay Area . 

In San Francisco . . . Discreet . 

Private interviews . . bb 

sensible fees . 

Ages 25 - 55. 

Call today. 
You're on 
your way!!! 

Strong Protection of every citizen’s civil 
rights and basic liberties. 

Lloyd Taylor, Esq. 

Pat Filter, Esq. 

Kenneth James Arnold, Esq. 
Jay R. Mayhall, Esq. 

Douglas Behrendt, Esq. 
Michael Sher, Esq. 
Peter Groom, Esq. 

Robert L. Burnham, Esq. 
Terry Abraham, Esq. 

Ronald Peterson, Esq. 
Peter ““Puffer’’ Switzer 
Von Wall 

Bay Area Reporter 
Ronald J. Williams 
Bill Plath 
Hector Navaro 
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Dave Williams 
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Doug McDonald 
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special guy” 

  

    

  

David the . MNalchmaler 

FRELTAS 

District 
Attorney 

Racey Peters 

Tammy Lynn (Miss Gay S.F. ‘75) 
Rexanne 

Ray Broshears 
Vince Cebert 
Mac Ella 

Don Wolfe 

Terry Baker 
Vic Galvan 
Larry C. Bartholomew 

Roy Jonas 

Joseph T. Sanders 
Samuel D. Squier 
Gene Schwarer 

Jim Tritt 

Michael Freeman 
Gene Earl 

Richard Eric Jennings 
Blossom 
Frank Walker 

Grady 

Lydia Ortega 

Hal Call (Mattachine Society, Inc.) 
Brandy Lee 

Empress Willis V 

Linda Pancost (Phone Booth) 
Empress Reba IV 

Don Cavallo 
Re-Action Botch 

every 3 months. Venereal diseases in 
their early stages are easily treated. No 
permanent damage to your body will 
result as long as the disease is diagnosed 
and treated early. 

Take Care, 
Gay Health Project 

City Clinc, 250-4th St. SF 
495-6463 

yet? 
Let me 

help you 
find him! 

771-0438 

Tosh William Puckett 
Steve Cook 

Gary McDonald 

DON'TWASTEAVOTE@® VOTE FORTHE CANDIDATE WHO CAN WIN! 
VOTE JOSEPHFREITAS, JR. FOR DISTRICT ATTORNEY 

TUES., NOV. 4,1975 

Paid Political Advertisement   
 



LLOYD TAYLOR 
FOR SUPERVISOR 

  

LIBERTARIAN CANDIDATE 

* repeal compulsory taxes. 

* sell MUNI, BART & Yerba Buena 

Center to private enterprise. 

* sell the schools to private enterprise. 

* repeal city payroll, business, & prop- 

erty taxes. 

* fire the vice squad. 

* affirmative action hiring of gays in city 

government including police, fire & 

education depts. 

    

      

    

  

  

  

  

— Please send me a receipt so that I car 

\eseersssnssannnas Cut Here *===ssssssssnnus 

: Dear Lloyd, 8a 
il enclose my contribution of: 

$8100 $49 $25___ Other 

«Name (please print) 

. 

Street Address 

. 

City State Zip Phone 

: 
. 

sdeduct one-half of contributions to $49 fron 
smy l'ederal Income Tax return. 

  

Boat Cruise 
  

On Nov. 14, at 9 pm, a boat of the 
Red and White Fleet will leave San 
Francisco Harbor for a three hour cruise 
around the bay. There will be a dance 
band and other entertainment on this 
cruise. Only 400 people will be able to 
go along. Tickets are: $7.50 per person, 
or $12.50 per couple, (all in advance), 
or $10.00 at the ship per person. All 
funds received, over costs, will go to the 

work of the Universal Fellowship of the 
MCC's National Prison Ministry, to help 

gay inmates in our State and Federal 
Prisons. The. UFMCC is a tax exempt 
religious organization and donations are 
tax deductable. 

Come along for a great time and a 
great cruise! Remember, Nov. 14, 9 
p.m. for the time of your life! 

MCC GOES INTO THE BARS 
Metropolitan Community Church 

of SF will initiate a new bar ministry 
program in October. Teams of three to 
five people will visit the bars Monday 
through Thursday nights between 8 and 
10 pm, to talk to people about the MCC, 
answer questions and invite people to 

: the worship services on Sundays at 1 pm 
and 7:30 pm; and on Thursdays at 7:30 
pm. The Church is located at 23rd & 
Capp Streets. 

The Evangelism Teams can be 
: identified by the Universal Fellowship of 
: the MCC emblem on their jackets, and 
: the MCC cross around their necks. 
: If you have any questions about this 
: “Team Ministry” to the bars, please 

+ contact Rev. Ron Pannell at the MCC 
1 office, 285-0392. 

iLLOYD TAYLOR for Supervisor Committees 
+360 Pine ...3an Frangjscos 

  

  

Friday Oc   
HALLOWEEN at S 

Nom 

Emperor lll Bob Cramer together with 
Hector Navarro and the HGF present 
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inations Special 
for the VECTOR Magazine Appearances 

Awards Jane Doe 
Best Group Dolli 

Best Male Costume Flame 
Best Female Costume Ginger 

Admission $2 Voo Doo 
No Host Bar and Michelle 

t. 31 at 8pm 
S.I.LR. COMMUNITY CENTER 
83 Sixth Street, San Francisco 

ALL CONTESTANTS AND BUSES USE STAGE DOOR ENTRANCE ON JESSIE STREET (ALLEY) OFF SIXTH   
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DIANNE 
FEINSTEIN 
  

      
  

On Human Rights 
The magic of San Francisco is rooted in its unique blend of peoples and 

cultures. All should be respected and supported and encouraged to live their 
lives with dignity according to their own personal styles and needs. This is 

the very substance of human rights. 

In 1969 I was elected to office through the support of those committed to 
basic human rights. I secured passage of the bill which outlaws 

discrimination on the basis of sex or sexual orientation. 

Human rights have been abused in many other areas as well: housing, 
employment, medical care and education. I pledge my continued time and 

efforts toward attaining these most essential goals we share. 

I would like to express my appreciation to all of you who have supported 
my candidacy. 

Paid for by Gay Citizens for Feinstein 
Richard Russell, Chairman, Dennis Collins, Treasurer 
Not connected to any candidate’s campaign committee. 
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November 4th: you may have missed this most timely 
MAYOR and thought provoking column by FOR OUR BUSINESS WORLD 

MILTON MARKS Charles McCabe.) 
v Wed., Oct. 22, 1975 (BARS, BATHS, RESTAURANTS, 
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A PERSONAL THOUGHT 

In the spring of 1960 | met a man. His charm and magnetism over- 

whelmed me. He was a man of strength and conviction whose compassion 

and understanding of all people were reflected in his every word and 

action. There was no need for bravado nor machismo in his appearance. His 

masculinity was one of inner power and self confidence, He said what he 

felt and did what he said. 

I, along with thousands of other young Americans, worked long hours 

that election, performing any menial task asked, helping to elect that man 

our President, We succeeded and John F. Kennedy became our President, 

our young Champion of Camelot, who was to lead us into the future 

brightened by his own special light of love and courage. 

In 1963 that light went out, cruelly crushed by an act of hatred and 

complicity still difficult to comprehend, John F. Kennedy was no more 

and |, as millions of Americans, wept tears of grief and frustration, The 

  

  

B.A .R. Recommends 

For your consideration and support in the General Election, Tuesday, 

The above are recommended after much thought and considerations. We do 
not ask you to follow our thoughts, but list the above as a guideline. However, 
whomever or whatever Your choices might be — we urge You to exercise your 
rights And Vote! 

The Editors 
  

NOV. 4th 
ELECTION DAY. 

VOTE!     

  

Poll Results 
  

[We reprint this excerpt from the San 
Francisco Chronice as we feel some of 

   
The usually accepted figure for the size of 

the local gay vote is 35,000. This amounts to 10 
per cent of the city's 350,000 registered voters. 
When one-tenth of the voters goes as a blo¢ in 

these days of weakened party loyalties, you 
may be sure the politicians are listening. 

* * * 

GAY POWER is a real thing. The recent 
state law legalizing private sex acts 

between consenting adults, which has so 
offended the Mormon and fundamentalist 
sectors of Southern California opinion, could 
not have been passed had it not been for the 
gay community of San Francisco. 

The measure was sponsored and strongly 
supported by two men who are now running for 
Mayor, State Senators Milton Marks and 
George Moscone. Its principal sponsor was 
another San Francisco lawyer, Assemblyman 
Willie Brown, who is also friendly to the gay 
community. 

The San Francisco police department has 
already put it on record that homosexuals 
would be welcome in the force, a concession 
that would have been unimaginable as recently 

   

   

  

   
THINK OF IT AS 

AN ACADEMY AWARD 

       

      
  

   

      

   

    

   

  

    
        

        

      phone or write 

CTC - San Francisco (415) 621-2565 
360 Post St., Suite 705, San Francisco, CA 94108 

      

       

THE ISLANDERS WILL SET SAIL AGAIN . .. 
There will be sun, sea, carressing 
tradewinds, dazzling cabaret, 
irresistable cuisine. 

AND, the friendliest shipmates 
ever to haul anchor together! 
6, 8 or 14 days aboard 
the STELLA OCEANIS 
cruising through 
the Caribbean. 

  

    

  

PA} 

  since Victoria's son Edward VII 
was King - 1908. 

    
The following are the official results of a poll conducted by the Society for 

Individual Rights and their San Francisco County Membership only. 
The pollis not to be considered as an official endorsement by S.I.R. nor does 

tears for many of us have as yet not dried. 

as five years ago. 
In October 1975 | met another man. A man in my humble opinion 

* * * 
much like the other young man | had met in 1960. His name is Joseph 

  
Freitas, Jr. 

Again | felt the magnetism; the warmth; the honest concern for the 
people that | had previously recognized in my earlier meeting, | spent more 
than two hours with Joe Freitas on a much closer level than | could ever 
have experienced with Mr. Kennedy. We discussed personal rights of all 
people, and of special importance to me of gay people. | found him not 

wanting in any of the prerequisites of leadership. 

Joe Freitas is a strong man; one who believes in equality for all San 

Franciscans; one who will see to it that violent crimes against any of us, 

be we straight or gay, will not go unpunished. 

Joe promises no special favors to any group but, rather, he promises 

that all San Franciscans will be given full and fair treatment under the law. 

If a law is unfair he promises to support steps to have that law changed. He 

will concentrate his efforts on victim oriented crimes and most importantly 

he will prosecute those that do not abide by prescnt statutes prohibiting 

discrimination against any minority in San Francisco, including our own 

Gay community. 

As in 1960 | pledge my time and full cooperation in helping elect this 

present leader of conviction and strength who is eminently qualified to 

be our next Djstrict Attorney Joseph Freitas, Jr. 

Irene 
October 22,1975 

Ziel Yee zn   
it reflect a stamp of approval on those candidates coming out on top. The pollis for 
general information only. 

George Moscone - 85 

Milton Marks - 34 

Dianne Feinstein - 25 

Carol Ruth Silver - 82 
Joseph Freitas - 42 

Richard Hongisto - 136 

GenePrat-9 

Harvey Milk - 134 

John Molinari- 51 

Terry Francois - 46 
Tom Edwards - 45 

Quentin Kopp - 42 
Bob Mendelsohn - 41 

Lorraine Lahr - 39 

Arnold Townsend - 34 

Lloyd Taylor - 33 

Mayor 

District Attorney 

Sheriff 

Supervisors 

John Ertola-2 
Ray Cunningham - 2 

Prince Arcadia - 1 

JohnFerdon- 15 

Bob Geary - 1 

Bob Gonzales - 30 

Peter Mendelsohn - 27 

Davy Rosenberg - 23 
Joan Hitchcock - 20 

Jesse Tepper - 18 
Joyce Ream - 16 

Enola Maxwell - 15 

Bette Garcia - 7 

Note: Response to this poll is from 152 members of SIR who returned their opinions prior to the deadline date. 

  

HE CURIOUS THING about the current 
courting of the gay vote by the politicians is 

not that it is earnest and unremitting, which 1t 
is, but that the politicians are desperately 
trying to keep their seductions as secret as 

they can from the rest of the voters they are 
wooing. 

The Momma Mias and the moralistic Irish 
biddies out in the Mission and in the avenues do 

not like the homosexual community any more 
than they ever have. The gays are still called 
queers, and they are viewed in old-fashioned 
circles as just that in every respect. Sex still 
tends to polarize those over 40 

*» ¥ x 

UST WHO will get the gay vote. if indeed it 
goes as a bloc this time, is a delicate 

question. This vote is deeply indebted to both 
Moscone and Marks, of course. But they are 
also deeply indebted to Mme. Dianne Feinstein, 
who has fought effectively to combat discrimi- 
nation against homosexuals in city govern- 
ment. 

In fact. the power of the gay vote first 
became really known in 1969. when Feinstein 
was elected supervisor. and in 1971 when 
Richard Hongisto, got the sheriff's job. Both 

publicly attributed their election. at least in 
part, to the support of gay people. 

No candidate has as yet publicly declared 
that he has taken part in a homosexual act, but 
I doubt not that the day is not too distant when 
not only will this happen, but the candidate will 
be elected. We live in stirring times, I tell you. 

ay 
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Milk Forum 
By Harvey Milk 

There is a great difference between 
where | stand, and where the present 
Board of Supervisors stand, on the 
issues in the current election. The 
Supervisors’ solid vote for Proposition 
“I” — and my solid opposition to it — 
sums up the case. Proposition “I” 
discriminates against women, gay 

people and the physically handicapped. 
The insensitivity of the present Board's 
stand to the people who live in the City 
has been repeated time and time again, 
but never has it been so blatant as in the 

Board's stand against Proposition “I” — 
with the possible exception of some of 
their recent cuts in the Budget. How a 

Board which is supposed to be sensitive 
to the needs of the people can cut funds 
from San Francisco General Hospital, 
while at the same time it seeks to 
purchase buoys for the Marina yacht 
club, is beyond me. 

We have a Board that votes for a 
Transit First program — and then votes 

for more parking garages in the 
downtown area. A Board that lets 100 
busses and streetcars lay idle because 
there are no funds for spare parts — 
and spends $100,000 on a Muni Loves 
You campaign. A Board that winks at 
the arrest of senior citizens for playing 

poker — and does nothing to 

investigate murders. A Board that never 
thought of allowing the taxpayers to 
vote, either way, on Yerba Buena — 

but does nothing to alleviate taxes by 
refurbishing the port and bringing jobs 
back to the city. A Board that wants to 
spend money on drinking fountains for 
the tourists downtown — but has no 
funds for Fleishhacker Pool for the use 
by the children of this city. 

The list goes on. It amounts to a 
Board that is insensitive to the needs of 
the people. It is no wonder that they 
voted solidly for Proposition “I”, which 
stands for discrimination in job 
advancement against women, gays and 
the handicapped. 

I stand for the needs of the 
neighborhoods. The needs of those 
who ride the Muni every day, of those 
who live and work in San Francisco. 
The present Board of Supervisors 

  

  

  
  

BEER 

LIVE MUSIC 
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Busses leaving from many bars or bring your own car. 

1 hour drive north to the EL VERANO INN, 197 Verano Ave., Sonoma.     

represents one district of the city, one 
district whose interests they have 
pushed on important issue after 
important issue: the Downtown district. 

I think there has to be a voice to 
question their votes and their decisions. 
I think we are not only headed in the 
wrong direction from a fiscal point of 
view but from an even more important 

point of view: a sensitivity to, and an 
ability to respond to the needs of the 
people who live in San Francisco. 

Follow-Up: In my last column | made 
this offer: to each and everyone who is 
supporting to Prop. “B’: “You show me 
one street sweeper who makes - or this 

year will make - $17,000 and Ill join 
your side! If you cannot produce such a 
person, you may join my side!” Just 
one person in support of Prop. “B” 

responded. He said “if” such and such 
and “if” such and such . . . but as I said 
that person, nor anyone else, has yet to 
produce the mythical 17 grand street 
sweeper. So, I'll not join their side with 
their wild statements that they cannot 
substantiate. I'll stand strongly against 
Prop. “B” and cast my NO vote on “B” 
along with Willie Brown, John Foran, 
Leo McCarthy, Phil Burton, John 
Burton, George Moscone and let those 
who are in favor of “B” stand with the 
Downtown Association and the 
Chamber of Commerce. 

I made a simple offer and they 
could not prove their case. But then the 
Chamber of Commerce told us how all 
those high rises were going to lower our 
taxes. They told us how good 
Candlestick Park was for us. They told 
us that BART was going to be a 
blessing. And how they have convinced 
the Board of Supervisors how good 
Prop. “Bis. 

I almost find it difficult to believe 
that our current Supervisors bought the 
Downtown Association line, hook, line 
and sinker — but then, considering the 
present Board's attitude to people it is 
not too hard to believe. I guess that's 
why I'm running for the Board. I've had 
enough of the Downtown Assoc. 
running our city. Most of them don’t 
even live here. 

Facts 
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The Men In My Life 
By Paul-Francis Hartmann 
  

A Two 

Party System 
  

The reception was honoring Satur- 
day Review's move to the west coast 
(the magazine's final splash before it 
went under). What more appropriate 
welcome than greeting their trans- 
planted staff on a retired ferry boat. 
Local “celebs,” VIP’s, and would-like- 
to-be’s looted the buffet and bar with 
equal speed. Nobodies were acting like 
somebodies, and the somebodies were 
pretending they were almost anybodies. 
Almost. 

Like some commuter of old, | was 
leaning against a pillar, a solitary 
albatross, watching the human current 
ebb and flow. Off to my left, a young 
man made an abrupt, yet somewhat 
shakey, right turn away from the bar. He 
passed, intently, across my field of vision 
— or one could say the magnetic field I 
had allowed to arc in front. He made a 
sudden U turn and braked for an 
introduction, “Haven’t we met before?” 
He had the same look as Montgomery 
Clift in A Place in the Sun. A man with a 
mission — on his way — he had had just 
a Scotch too many and his defenses 
were wavering. | felt his managers or 
aides should have been more attentive, 
more custodial. Curiosities were rising, 
and something told me he should be 
spared. “l knew your father . . . hewasa | 
good man . . .” The navy pin-stripe suit 
stiffened, recovered from the mom- 
entary luffing of sail and headed trimly 

into the crowd. I stood rigid as if nailed to 
my post. 

It was still a time when men with | 

dirty hands couldn’t go to white houses. 
It still is. Yet this week we have 
acknowledged Gay within focus for a 
Supervisor's seat: Harvey Milk. More 
than any effort or benefit ball, more than | 
any protest or PR parade, we need that } 
seat. We are the last of the unrep- 
resented majorities, and that seat is ours 
for the voting. 

Over the years | have followed 
Harvey’s column in B.A.R. and sense 
what he stands for: Good things for 
people. I have heard him speak and read 
the modesty for strength, the under- 4 
statement as integrity. | have been told 
he won people to his side: the moms and 
the pops of this town to whom a few | 
years ago he would have been just 
another dirty word. 

But [ wanted to know more, the 
intimate, the personal — to observe the 
man in action. An arrangement was 
made to travel with him for a morning of 
campaigning. A mid-week Chronicle | 
article pre-empted many of the quest- 
ions | had proposed to myself. Questions 
rose and fell away, and the only one left 
the night before was, “Harvey, why did 
you shave off your moustache?” | was 
beginning to feel I'd never make an 
interviewer. 

Alas, | overslept, missed the 
appointment, and flung myself about the 
rest of the day in an almost mortal 
embarrassment. Harvey for months has 
covered the city streets with himself and 
his leaflets, and I couldn’t turn out a side 
for the trick. One man strides ahead in 
his far sightedness and another stumbles 
inside his myopics. (the latter a typical 
Gay malady) 

In this, perhaps, trivial, incident: 
standing up a worthy man for the closer 
comfort of a warm bed. | sensed I failed 

the Gay community. As surely will so 
many of us next Tuesday, by not 
bothering. . . 

Hence, this endorsement flows 
from a pencil that feels a little poorer in 
sketching an out-in-the-open-air man 
who is the richer not for what he says 
about Gay problems, but by what he is 
doing for people. 

Harvey Milk once did something 
very nice for me. Last April, at a 
predominantly Gay reception for Milton 
Marks — low-keyed, friendly. A Sunday 
afternoon At-home. No converted ferry 
boat this time, nor Magnin manikins. No 
literary groupies nor Alpine politicoes. 
Not a party to make Womens Wear Daily 
twit and twitter. At one point the host 

took me aside, “There’s someone here 
would would like to meet you very 
much. He's one of your most ardent 
fans.” It was a new sensation. Me . . . 
with Fans? 

“Paul-Francis Hartmann this is 
Harvey Milk.” A broad mustached 
smiled, “I can hardly believe it — you're 
so young. From your articles, | pictured a 

much older man!” From that moment | 
became a supporter. For the kind of man 
I'd like to see around City Hall — a man 
who can make you bat your eyelashes 
when you know only too well they could 
get jammed in the crows feet. Harvey, 
maybe down deep I didn’t need to see 
you clean shaven, in suit and tie. | have 
an earlier snapshot and it holds up well. 

  

Coits 
Election 
  

The Coits of San Francisco, one of 
the City’s oldest gay organizations, has 
elected officers for the coming year. 

Continuing as president is Chuck 
Demmon. New officers are: Keith 
Wayde, vice president; Phillips LaKose, 
treasurer; Jerry Prewitt, recording 
secretary; and Jim Leuker, corres- 
ponding secretary. 

The Coits, a club formed to 
sponsor organized social events and to 
engage in charitable activities, are in 
their thirteenth year. 
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Thoughts and Opinions 
By Rev. Raymond Broshears 
  

Ex Cathedra . . . 

(Almost) 

No Community Center Needed 
So people are militating for a Gay 

Community Center, huh? Well, the facts 
of life are, that San Francisco does not 
need such a facility. Provinces such as 
Los Angeles, Sacramento, San Jose and 
other points eastward, due to their lack 
of political savvy and due to their lack of 
organizational ability, need such a place 
for reassurance. It is a “security blanket” 
for the poor souls in cities less advanced 
than San Francisco, to reassure them- 
selves that they are not alone. That is 
right on! But, in very gay oriented San 
Francisco, such a facility is not needed. 
Such a facility would be a tremendous 

  

burden upon the gay populous, and 
could hurt gay people politically. 

For, asit is now, much of the money 
from Gay San Franciscans goes into 
efforts to change the political and 
legislative life of San Franciscans for the 
better, as well as gay Californians. But, 
the community center would need much 
money to keep it going, money that is 
better needed in social services, legis- 
lative lobbying, and electing gay people 
and friends of gays to office. As it is right 
now, without a community center, the 
battle or competition for the few dollars 
available is extremely keen, and for a 
burden such asa gay community center 
to be added, it could kill off what political 
power we have. Gay San Francisco is 
served quite well by the Center on 6th 
Street, by the excellent facility of the 
Golden Gate Gay Liberation” House, 

and by Helping Hands Community 
Services. Gay Theatre has existed quite 
well in rented facilities, as has other 
productions such as parties, carnivals, 

balls and dances. A community center 
would bring such headaches that you 
wouldn't believe. 

Cant you see the battling now 
between the lesbian feminists over the 
use of the hall when another even has 
already been scheduled such as a drag 
ball? Can't you see BAGL quarreling 

about the decor, the color, the sexist 
pictures on the walls in offices other than 
theirs? Oh yes, can't you see the 
wonderful games of paranoia of 
“spying” on one onother’s operations- 
offices? The thought is just delightful! 
The Marxist members of certain groups 
will believe that rightist are spying on 
their offices, and vice versa. Absolutely 
delightful! We could write a play about it 
right now! 

No, if Paul Hardman, the Repub- 
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lican who plays liberal, is wanting to be 
king of the hill, why doesn’t he move to 
a smaller city or a more backward city 
and help them build a gay community 
center, where it is needed! It is a real trip 
_..all those rad-libs rushing to the side of 
phony liberal registered Republican 
Hardman and “heeling!” Some time, 
some of the BAGL people should ask 
Paul Hardman the landlord Republican, 
about some of his San Francisco Police 
Department member, tenants, who 
is/are so friendly with! Also ask Paul 
Hardman about his giving of information 
concerning rad-left activities to these 
same tenant-fuzz of his! | learned the 
hard way . . . never tell him anything you 
don’t want the police to know. No gay 
community center, it is not needed or 
wanted. 

Dianne will make a difference - 
yes she will. Dianne Feinstein, the one 
person who is competent to deal with the 
difficult problems facing our city today. 
Dianne is the one legislator who has put 
herself on the line, time in and time out, 

on behalf of the gay community. A real 
worker, and a hard person when it 
comes to crime. With Dianne, every- 
thing will be real fine! 

Give a Helping Hand - Lee 
Raymond, a real trouper, is putting 

together the annual Gay U.S.O. Show 
for the Veterans Hospital on Dec. 9th, is 
now going to help with the Senior trip to 
the Circus in December also. Lee 
Raymond is the perfect example of a 
selfless, dedicated worker. Lee is also 

putting together the Third Annual 
Helping Hands Awards Presentation 
Show, to be held in late November. 

Nominees for Helping Hand 
Award this year are - Michael Rosner, 
Larry Littlejohn, Hank Wilson, Elisa 
Rleigh, Kimo, Jack Trujillo, Ferris 
Leyman, Jack “Irene” McGowan, Bruce 
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Need we say more? 
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Green, Rexann, Perry George, F.E. 
Mitchell, Gene Blackburn, Larry 
Eppinette, Bob Trollope, Elmer 
Wilhelm, Harry Lordan, Bob Ross, Lee 

Raymond and Margaret “Peg” Clark. 
The location of the show and awards will 
be announced in the next issue of BAR. 

Mr. District Attorney . . .“A 
Crime Fighter” - That person is Joe 
Frietas! At least Joe Frietas will be your 
fighting D. A. if you all get out the vote for 
him on Nov. 4th. Tell your friends about 
it, Joe Frietas, for a crime fighting DA 

Stop Male Rape at County Jail - 
End Drug Trafficking at County Jail 
- and you can do this by electing the only 
person who is qualified to do so, and that 
is Gene Prat. Gene is the only candidate 
seeking the post of Sheriff of San 
Francisco, who has the administrative 
background for the job, and the only 
candidate seeking the non-law enforce- 
ment post, who is not a cop. lt is time to 
take the police out of politics and elect 
Gene Prat, Sheriff of our city. And by the 

way, he is the only candidate for Sheriff 
who says that he cannot win without the 
gay vote, and that he will make sure that 
gays become deputy sheriffs, for as 
Gene says, “No closet cases need 

apply.” 
Political Futures - 1976 is a hot 

hot year. Willie Brown shot his wad, so 
to speak, when he tried to “overthrow” 
the Speaker of the Assembly, Leo 
McCarthy, in a mid-August bungle. 
Willie's name is M-U-D in the State 

Assembly now, so he has to go 
elsewhere and so he has made the 
decision to seek the post of State Senator 
Milton Marks in 1976. As we all know, 
Marks, a good person, and a kind 
person, cannot possibly be elected 
Mayor, unless the other four biggies drop 
out, but he will stand for re-election next 
year. So, this time around, he will be 
faced by a real heavy, a person who is a 
jive-smooth talker, and it will be show 
time for the gay community. For they will 
have to take sides between Miltie and 
Willie, maybe - for, just maybe, Willie 
won't make it through the June 
Democratic primary, as everyone's 
favorite, Bob Mendelsohn, Supervisor- 
superior, is rumored to be planning for a 
try at Uncle Miltie’s senate post. So, the 
June primary could be super-heavy, and 
there is no way that Willie can beat 
Bobbie-boy! 

Newswest is Hurting the 
Advocate - that according to the latest 
sales survey in LA and SF. Newswest is 
now selling more street copies in San 
Francisco that is the Advocate. News- 
west editor Howard Erickson is letting it 
be known that Newswest is looking for 

San Francisco writers/reporters, as they 
have only a stringer who is not too hot. If 
you want to read news of the gay world, 

read Newswest today. 
ELECTION DAY — TUESDAY - 
NOVEMBER 4th — VOTE - VOTE 
and for the candidate who supports you! 
And the peoples candidates are: Dianne 

Feinstein for Mayor; Joe Frietas for DA; 
Gene Prat for Sheriff; and for the Board 
of Supervisors: arnold Townsend, Enola 
Maxwell, Espanola Jackson, John 
Molinari, Bob Mendelsohn and Quentin 

Kopp. Those are the ones | am going to 
vote for, and most of you all know that I 

don’t waste my vote, | vote only for those 
persons whom | feel will best serve the 

GAY SAN FRANCISCANS: 

less activities? 

total people of San Francisco. 
Also, on the ballot Propositions, 

vote Yes on B, Yes on D, Yes on I, No 
onL, Yes on M, Yes on N, Yes on O, 
YesonP, Yeson Q, NoonR, No on S. 
And remember, tune in on KNEW Radio 
91 (AM) on Sunday night, Nov. 2nd at 8 
PM til 9 PM and hear what is happening 
and going to happen to you and me. 

Tired of Police harassment for victim- 
Fed up with being a second class citizen? 

Feel that you are not getting full representation? Hate 
being used because you are Gay? _ WELL CUT IT OUT! 

   "Express your discontent 
Lv by voting against the tried and tired politicians, 

YOU DO HAVE A CHOICE so don't push that lever down over 
Feinstein, Moscone, Marks, Barbagelata or Ertola! 

Write-In 

JAMES IL, HEISTERKAMP 

for MAYOR 

November 4, 1975 
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TAKE ME WITH YOU TO THE VOTING BOOTH 

Paid Political Advertisement 

These groups know Harvey Milk. They know 
what he stands for and what he’s done. 
They took a hard look at all the candidates 
before giving him their endorsement. 

National Women's Political Caucus S.F. Bay Guardian 

City Magazine 

Gay Voters League 

San Francisco Tomorrow 

S.F. Black Political Caucus 

Harry S. Truman Democratic Club 

S.F. Federated Young Democrats 

Frank R. Havenner Democratic Club 

The Democratic League 

Associated Democratic Club 

People’s Democratic Club 

Stanyan-Fulton St. Neighborhood Assn. 

Highest Vote (S.I.R. Opinion Pole) 

Bay Area Reporter 

HARVEY MIL 

S.F. Building & Construction Trades Council 
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More Lavender, 
More Politics 

© 1975 Donald Cameron Scot 

Sabotage 
AtB.A.R. 

After the “blinging (sic) glare of the 
footlights,” among other assorted 
typos in the last installment of “more 
Lavender, More Politics,” | could believe 
it. That, plus the fact that two days after 
that article was delivered to B.A.R. at 
2:30 am Monday, Oct. 13, and two days 
before it came out, someone apparently 
leaked its contents. And at Candidates 
Night at S.LR., Wednesday, October 
15, at around 10 PM, Feinstein for the 
first time, took cognizance of the brutal 
murders rampant in our midst. Had 
there not been that two day lead in 
committing the issue to print, Feinstein 
would ‘be due an apology, but with 
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timing such asitwas. . . 
While | would not go so far as the 

‘sensational’ Sentinel in reporting that 
Feinstein “blasted” the department, 
since she merely said that they would be 
investigated, it is true that as long ago as 

March or April, when the count was at 
only 9 or 10 murders, a friend brought 
me a police bulletin indicating that 
six months ago the police department, 
with whom Feinstein has sided so often 
to our detriment, knew that something 
more than incidental murder of gays was 
afoot. Yet it took the threat of making 
these murders, now at 14 or so in 15 
months, a political campaign issue, not a 
day-to-day human issue, to get Feinstein 
to take notice. She was a part of the City 
government that went bananas in 
theZodiac manhunt (actual murder 
count unknown), and the Zebra dragnet 

(actual murders unknown, but the 
dragnet went out on the count of 7, 2 
half the number of gay murders currently 
on the books), and a City government 
that has done nothing about those 14 

Il e 0 2r SRT 

HAIR 
SURGICAL GRAFTING 

“SURGICAL SKIN GRAFTS FOR REPLACEMENT HAIR" 
tented technique has been improved and 

developed by two internationally renowned plastic surgeons with the cooperation of our own self-testing 
personnel. Now at last men or women with hair loss 

gay murders over the past 15 months. 
Six months after the police knew, 

and two days after it had been 
committed to paper as a campaign issue, 

Feinstein told us she had ridden around 
for four hours in a police car one 
morning (a far cry from manhunt or 
dragnet, and funny you should ask; I 
didn’t know what for), eliciting the apt 

question — “Did she catch ’em?” 
From that, Feinstein at that same 

candidates night made much of her 
“anti-discrimination in employment on 

the basis of sexual orientation” ordin- 
ance,, following closely on the heels of 
the police department, an agency of the 
same City Government that adopted 
that ‘ordinance,’ statement of adamant 
refusal (among other sordid comments 

about us) (the statement has since been 

modified) to hire gays, not to mention 

the reaffirmation, with impugnity, not six 
months ago, by the telephone company 
that they would not hire gays (ordinance 
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or not ordinance). So her ‘ordinance’ 
has become nothing more than another 
of her nice little resolutions that mean 
nothing to us or for us, and she does not 
even bother to protest when the 
telephone company and the police 
department flaunt that oridnance. 

Not long after, at that same 
candidates night, Moscone, bitter and 
angry, denounced us and Feinstein, 
attacking her for her stand on porno and 
us for even considering voting for her. 
Loved the attack on her; wasn’t too 
happy with the putdown to us. (He was 
right though, The Examiner, which ran 
the last “cleanup” campaign in 1966, 
has repeatedly castigated “us in its 
coverage and editorials; Charles Gould, 
its published, has reportedly said to gay 
leaders in San Francisco, that he 
wished and was sure that we did too, that 
homosexuality didn’t exist) AND, The 
Examiner, early on, ENDORSED Fein- 
stein for Mayor and that should tell you 

aly 

I SAN FRANGISC0 EMPEROR 
Dock 437= 
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something. If it doesn’t, there ain't no 

way youre gonna find out until it 
happens.) 

Despite his raving attack at us and 
Feinstein, Moscone’s most memorable 
moment came in yet another putdown to 
us, in response to the impertinent 

question — “Why is his family never at 
gay functions?” An impertinent question 
because it is really not our business to 
know “why;” it is enough to know that 
his family never is at a gay function. An 
impertinent question, to which Moscone 
snapped — “My family’s private; I'm 

public,” and go tell that to the neighbor- 
hood groups who attended candidates 
nights as husband and wife and children. 
More correctly, to us his family is private, 
but with the emphasis laid on politicians 
to be “a good family man,” you can bet 
your ass he’s not telling Mr. and Mrs. 
Familyvoter at the All-American Club 
Candidates Night that his “family is 
private.” Puhleeze. Just how gullible are 
we supposed to be? 

Feinstein rode around in a police 

Letters To The Editor 

Dear Sir: 
I am Lady Sequoia, a represen- 

tative of The Covenant of the Goddess. 
The Covenant was formed as an 
umbrella organization for witch covens 
and pagan groups in the California area. 
Although we ordinarily avoid publicity 
we feel that at this, our New Year, it 
would be good for the general public to 
be aware of the origin and reasons for 
celebrating the holiday now known as 
Hallowe'en. 

It is hoped that you will, after 
reading the enclosed short tract, share 
our feelings and give it exposure in your 
publication. If you feel that somehow it 
would not fit as a topical article we would 
like, as an alternative, to have it 
published as a letter to the editor. 

May the Goddess smile upon you 
for your help in this matter. 

year, for Samhain is the Feast of the 
Dead. It is a time for feasting and 
merrymaking, since the harvest is in and 
all preparations made for winter. At this 
time, itis believed that the veil separating 
the world of the living from the world of 
the dead is at its thinnest; the spirits of 
relatives and friends who have passed on 
are honored, and invited to the feast. 
Together we remember the joys we 
shared in life. Traditional Samhain 
games like apple-bobbing are still being 
played today. 

It is also a solemn festival, where 
prayers are made that the winter will not 
be too harsh, that the spring will return, 
that the kindred will survive the dark 
time. In token of our faith, we give each 
other gifts. 

When children dress up like ghosts 
and go ftrick-or-treating, they are 
carrying on a custom that is so old that 

: Blessed Be, most people have forgotten why they do car and helped enact a nice little } it. And the real reasons behind this day resolution; Moscone is holding his family  /s/ Lady Sequoia are almost lost. 
“private” (to us), and that brings us right 
back to the only candidate for Mayor 
who has treated us with the same respect 
and cordiality as he has other groups and 
other voters — Senator Milton Marks. 

Senator Marks spoke early in the 
evening at that same candidates night, 
and he was the ONLY candidate who 
did not have to defend himself on any 
issue — we know where Senator Marks 

bitterness; no anger; no putdewns;. no 

‘private family.” Senator Marks stood 
where he has for the past several years 
— for us, with us, among us. 

There, then, our choices for Mayor: 
a woman playing slight-of-hand politics 
with us (in 14 cases, with a life); a man 
with a “private” (to us) family; or a man 
who stands solidly for with us and among 
us. MAYOR MILTON MARKS! 

P.S. Ifyou have any questions regarding 
this matter I may be reached at 
752-6496 in San Francisco. 

(The following is Lady Sequoia’s 
attachment. Ed.) 

Why do we celebrate Hallowe'en? It 
is neither a Christian nor a national 
holiday, yet every year at this time the 
stores around with pumpkins, costumes 
and black-and-yellow candy. What is the 

the birth of Christ. It was called Samhain 
by the Celts, and it was one of the most 
important holidays (holy-days) of the 

   Not @ Public Cinema—For ADULT Members Only 

OCTOBER 30th--NOVEMBER 5th 

We are of the Wicca, and we still 
celebrate Samhain in the old way, with 
feasting and prayer. It saddens us to see 
our most holy day treated as a time when 
childish pranks and vandalism are 
tolerated and even encouraged. 

We do wish you a happy Samhain. 
And on this, our ancient holy-day, we 
wish you the blessings of our Lady, who 
isthe Mother of all. 

5 APANCEDoNETiON stands. No games; no politics with qrigin of these customs? (Editor’s note: Some Christians do 
32. human life; no toothless ‘antidiscrim- Hallowe'en is the oldest holiday we ~~ celebrate the same festivals for the SE ~~ 417 ination’ ordinances; no obligation to have. It was celebrated in Medieval dead, but on the two days following LONSHION AT THE Dock HY Charles Gould or The Examiner; no Europe and in Roman times, back before ~~ ‘Hallowe'en: Nov. 1, All Saints Day; 

Nov. 2, All Souls Day, followed by 
the Rogation Days. See Dictionary 
for meaning.) 
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    problems can enjoy the benefits of: { G NX Harvey Milk has carried his CINEMATTACHINE’s recent program oO Tne — ! campaign across-the-board to straights (the FORESKIN FOLLIES) was so a Lan ; : OLLI G0 TE TME NIMS, 7220 NINSTRY Le Ue, | and gays alike and he has done it as an well received that we have made and ~ . open, upfront gay. Harvey Milk has ] - A full head of hair Fol TET rT RAAT Ca wee To 285 - 0392 probably met as much opposition from collected new and different movies to It cannot come off accidentally Cones TUR Leal ARG gays as from straights, an opposition that make up this similar program we have 2 Deck OR MONEY ORDER TO: | has all too often amounted to little more called: 
ER Aucisco than a petty jealousy that should be ’ Hair appears to grow from your scalp ee Sr. YUE | buried for the good of all. Harvey Milk “UNCUT VERSION" LN   

    
should be elected to the Board of 
Supervisors as the first upfront gay 
politician in the City that leads the world 
in gay concerns. 

You should not vote for all six seats 
on the Board of Supervisors, since its 
unique election structure converges to 

put unexpected people in unexpected 

positions of power, but you should vote 
for gay representation on that Board of 
Supervisors. HARVEY MILK 

Itis not just that Hongisto has done, 
or tried to do, what he promised when 
we first elected him, nor is it just that 
Hongisto is as relaxed as Marks in a 
crowd of gays, but anyone who can 
keep The Entrenchment as stirred up as 
he has for the past four years MUST BE 

Part the hair and see skin 
Part it anywhere, any direction 
Completely undectable 
No tape or gum 
Tested for three years 
Indepegdent doctors 
Local Anesthetic 

See new numbers in action — all the 
way from Laguna Beach to Athens! 

Added: New Young ‘Teensie’ Films 
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GROOMING - 
Professional- 
All Breeds 
by DALE LENINGTON 

BOARDING - 
Licensed Kennel Facilities 

PET SUPPLIES 

NOVEMBER 6 - 12 
From Brentwood comes a block- 
buster in gay film circles — eight 
young men from colleges around 
the country for an ALL-STAR prac- 
tice session: 

“THE WINNER'S CIRCLE" 

NOVEMBER 
Starting Friday, November 7th at 
10:30 a.m. — First presentation of 
Seven Committee's new Travel Club 
Film Series. Shown on Friday and 
Saturday mornings only, an hour 
of gay travel movies never shown 
before at CINEMATTACHINE. 
Open to club members only. (You 
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We are the originators of the surgical implant, and now 
this is our second surgical breakthrough. No foreign 
material in the scalp - done without sutures.     TOPDOG 
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ADCS OMETHING RIGHT! may join.) No admission charge. 
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urgical Implants ; . 
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Delivery Harvey Milk 

day. Campy narration by Hal Call. 
Covers Europe, Hawaii, Canada, 
Mexico, Puerto Rico, and U.S.A. 
cities. 

John Molinari 
Joyce Ream 
(and of course) 

Dianne feinstein 

Continuous 12 Noon 
~12 Midnite 
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Brother Bizarre’s Gaze 
  

Endorsements and 
Commentary, 1975 
  

Well folks, it's election time again, 
and this is our Special Election Issue or 
something like that, so just this once I've 
decided to dispense with the satire and, 
along with so many other columnists, 
commentators and kibbitzers, offer my 
views regarding the upcoming ritual we 
call the November 4 Elections. 

This year, as in previous years, my 
position on those running for elected 
office (Mayor, Supervisor, DA, Sheriff) 
can best be said when one quotes that 
age-old saw about artichokes, to wit: 
One has to go through so much, in 
order to get so little. 

In each election, there always 
appears in front of the Gay community, 
one or more candidates for some office 
or other who exhibit a large amount of 
charisima coupled with some small 
concern about the plight of Gays 
according to The Law. These people 
are taken in and welcomed as “freedom 

By Mark Owens 

fighters” or “crusaders” by a small group 
of Gays who purport to be our “leaders 
and spokesmen.” As examples of these 
so-called “leaders and spokesmen,” | 
cite the members of the Alice B. Toklas 
Club who wrangled that endorsement 
for Moscone. 

As examples of the charismatic 
“freedom fighters,” I cite DA candidate 
Silver, Mayoral candidate Feinstein and 
Sheriff Hongisto. Like the groundswell 
for Father Eugene Boyle during his 
Assembly campaign last time around, it 
has become very vogue to endorse 
these three candidates, most especially 
Silver, who appeared to have simply 
come out of the blue to take on 
incumbent Ferdon. | know knothing of 
her, except that SIR, Toklas and 
several others say that voting for Silver 
is the “in” thing to do. Neither do I 
know too much about Joe Freitas, 
though [ have been able to talk to him 
briefly in the Financial District, where he 
was handing out literature. Therefore, 
in all honesty, I can endorse no one in 

How come the latest hair style 
always looks good 
on somebody else? 

Because no two people are alike. The man who looks fine with the 

latest style is the man whose hair texture and features are comple- 

mented by that style. The trouble with any “latest style’’ is that it 

can’t take individuality into account. So, a lot of men try it and end 
up looking wrong. 

At King’s Court we don’t try to fit you to a hair style. We do it the 

other way around, by cutting your hair so that it looks best for your 

face. We take into account whether your hair is thick or fine and how 

much of it you have. We'll give you an individual style that will be 

easy to care for between visits. We'll even give you a cup of coffee 

and some lively conversation (but only if you want it). And, our 
prices may surprise you. 

King’s Court 
CUSTOM BARBERS 

150 Powell St., San Francisco - By Appointment Only 
GA 1-3051   

Happiness is having a great time 
at your favorite watering spot 
With the help of 

SAN FRANCISCO, 776-0371 

    

MUSIC, CIGARETTE MACHINES, POOL TABLES, ALL TYPES OF GAMES 

PAA 
VENDORS 

Serving San Francisco Bay Area with 
Coin Operated Vending Machines 

We will loan you money to help get started 

in the bar or restaurant business 

this particular race. The only endorse- 
ment | can muster is this: Vote for one 
or the other, but don’t elect Ferdon. 
Him [know about! 

In the Supervisor race a long time 
ago, | swore that I only would vote for 
one candidate — but those days aren’t 
these days. This candidate, once a real 
fighter for both the Gay community and 
the San Francisco taxpayers, has, quite 
simply and in words of one syllable, sold 
out. I refer of course to Harvey Milk and 
his recent marriage with the Organized 
Labor Machine, which he once 

crusaded so violently against. Since that 
marriage, Harvey has come out against 

Proposition B (He neglected to mention 
that the AFL-CIO was, quite coinci- 

dentally, against that same proposition, 
in last issue's column. Check the Voter 
Handbook and see for yourself.), and 
dropped any reference of his homo- 
sexuality from his literature and 
personal appearances. 

Harvey Milk has degenerated from 
an upfront fighter that any Gay would be 
proud to endorse, to (and he coined this 
term himself; how ironic that he must be 
classified this way) an “Auntie Mary,” 
the Gay equivalent to an “Uncle Tom”) 
A Funny-Yoo-Don't-Look-It homosex- 
ual. 

In all honesty, he is the best of the 
three candidates running; Edwards is for 
law 'n order, which we clearly don’t 
need, now that we know the SFPD 
Chief's idea of “Law 'n Order,” and 
Thomas platform is just plain silly. But I 
can no longer, in good conscience vote 
for Milk. 

That leaves us with the non-Gay 
contenders. The first thing to do is to not 
vote for any incumbent, or if one has to 
vote for any incumbent, then vote for 
Molinari. Second, there are a number of 
fairly good challengers, with regard to 
Gays. There's Enola Maxwell and 
Arnold Townsend, both of whom have 
netted several endorsements from 
various Gay groups; Sylvester Santos, 
who argues Gay Rights in the muy 
macho Filipino community; Espinola 
Jackson, and possibly Ream or Tepper, 
both of which didn't mind being 
endorsed by Gay Community Liason to 
the HRC, Jo Daly, in print (again, the 
Voters Handbook). 

But then again, | could just find 
myself voting for someone like Bill Clark, 
simply because | find it amusing, in my 
own bizarre way, to have a Street Artist 
become a member of the anti-Street 

  

Artist Board of Supervisors. 

Now we move on to the next office, 
and the next “vogue” candidate - the 
office of Sheriff, and incumbent 
Hongisto. | have never believed that the 
Office of Sheriff should be held by a cop. 
Sheriff is an administrative position, and 
the Sheriff does not run catching 
criminals like the cop on the beat does. 
That task is left to the Deputies, and 

members of the Sheriff's Department. 

After all, this is San Francisco, not 
Hooterville! 

Therefore, let us exise all cops from 
consideration. That includes Nevin (the 
so-called “Better Man” who walked out 
onthe people by taking part ir: the illegal 
Police strike), Geary (the Vice Squad 
member ogled by dizzy queens, hecause 
heis “such a hunk,” who uttered his now 
famous policy statement, “Jails are for 
punishment, not rehabilitation”), Big- 

arani (whose last assignment in a long 

line of Entrapment Squad jobs was 

cruising the toilet stalls at Macy's) and 
Senior Deputy Rabenorth. 

This leaves only one other con- 
tender, and the only person running for 
any office this year who is truly worthy of 
voter support. His name is Gene Prat. 

I support Prat because, for the first 
time in God knows how long, I can elect 
an administrator to do an administrator's 
job. 

I support Prat because the very 
productive farm system and egg ranch at 
County Jail #2 would be reinstated. 
Besides supplying the inmates with fresh 
eggs and vegetables, it provides a cut in 
an already sky-high Sheriff's Depart- 
ment budget. 

I support Gene Prat because, as an 
educator, he is capable of turning the 
jails into centers of rehabilitation, rather 
than of punishment. 

I support Gene Prat, because 
Hongisto is not worthy of support. 

I support Gene Prat because 
Hongisto says he doesn’t need us, 
anyway. 

Lastly, we have the Mayoral race. 
Like the Nixon/McGovern election in 
"72, we have to decide on the least of a 
pack of evils. I think that Dianne 
Feinstein fits into that category, but I'm 
still not going to vote for her. 

Now we come to the initiatives. 
These are always a relief when 
compared to shopping for candidates, 
because there is always a clear-cut “yes” 
or “no” to every iussue. . . Well, most of 
them. This year's ballot sports a great 

  

number of propositions, so, rather than 
go into them all, let us touch upoh which 

have become centers of attention of late. 
Proposition B: “Prevent City 

Strikes!” the sign reads, urging a “no” 
vote on B. Unsaid: “Give the unions 
control of San Francisco.” This is what 
Porposition B is about. It is an initiative 
designed to let San Francisco handle its 
own affairs, instead of having them 
dictated to us by the Organized Labor 

Machine. I'll agree with H. Milk’s last 
colum that one would be rather hard-put 
to find a street-sweeper who grosses 
$17,000 per year, but it is not hard to 
turn up one plumber in the city who 
makes 60% more than another plumb- 
er, on salary. This system is unfair, and 

Proposition B would do something 
aboutit. Yes. 

Proposition D: this is a sticky one, 
but I'm afraid I'm going to have to side 

against all of those impressive names 
and urge a no vote. Expanding the 
Police, Fire and Civil Service Com- 
missions from three members to five 
serves no useful purpose, unless of 
course the Commissions are loaded 
down with more work than three can 
handle. Otherwise, it fails on two points. 
If passed, it wouild let the mayor stuff 
City Hall with six more cronies, costing 
an extra $7,000 plus out of the taxpayers 
pocket. Second, the Mayor if fully 
empowered to appoint a woman to the 
Commission under the present Charter. 
What I think they are afraid of is that a 
woman's vote carries more weight 
whenit is one out of three, instead one 
out of five. 

Proposition E: Neo, plain and 
simple. Having the SFPD handle the SF 
International Airport just serves as 

another excuse from keeping them from 
doing their long-neglected duties locally. 
Violent crimes are increasing in number, 
and | feel it is high time to get the SFPD 
out of every little namby-pamby affair, 
and back on the beats, fighting crime - 
the kind of work they were supposed to 
have gotten their raise for. 

Proposition J: Very much so Yes. 
This measure, allowing candidates to file 
petitions instead of paying filing fees, is 
the first real step toward non-elitist 

government in San Francisco. The next 

step is to eliminate filing fees entirely, but 
for the nonce, I'll be satisfied with what 
we've got. 
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Propositions L & M: These two go rere eet 
gh haRy i hand, yet they couldn't 

e much further apart in intent. Both » 
measures concern re Street Artists. L, D oO N T B ITC H 
written by the Supervisors, would act to ’ 
repeal last year’s Proposition J, passed . i I F YO U D 0 N T 
overwhelmingly by the voters last year. Free — Confidential 
M, written by the Street Artists Mon., Thurs. 9:30 - 6:00 VOTE! 
themselves, would provide reason- Tues., Wed., Fri. 8:00 - 4:00 

able regulation of artists, assure Tel ) N ov ° 4th 
that all things sold by artists are Telephone: 558-3804 
hand-made, and would insure that “Just a step off ELECTION DAY . 
nothing like last Christmas season, in the Miracle Mile” 
which the Supervisors went lax on ———— 
checking street artist product authen- 
ticity, allowed anyone to sell anything - 
and then had the audacity to blame the 
resulting chaos on the street artists - 
would happen again. Yes on M, and tell 
the Supes, “L No, ” just like you did the 
last time. 

Now things get tricky, because we 
are now into Propositions N through S, 
all of which deal with last August's Police 
and Fire strike. These retaliatory 
measures by the Board of Supervisors ( 

N-Q) and Alioto’s last big show for his 
Union sugar daddies (R-S), are, 1 
believe, measures which would have 
never been brought about if the strike 
hadn’t have occured during an election 
year. Both sides are way off the bat, 
allowing emotion to overcome logic, and 
their porpositions show it. 

However, | do agree with the 
Supervisors that if another strike should 
ever occur, the Mayor should not have 
the rabbit-in-the-hat that Alioto pulled 

this year. Therefore, I can confidentaly 
support a Yes vote on Proposition N. 

Otherwise, the line-up goes like 
this: 

NO FOR Propositions: O, P, Q, R, 
OV   [ABER 15th 

DRAWINGS « PRIZES 

HATS « NOISE MAKERS 

S. 
It is quite true that legislation of 

some sort is needed in order to prevent 

future strikes, but I'll wait until June for 
cooler heads to prevail. 

And that in a nutshell, is the 
election. A very large nutshell. 
PS: Good Luck and my best wishes to 
Jess Retorrick, whichever one of you 
becomes Mayor. 

SPECIAL HORS D'OEUVRES 

BY MR. K. 

  

652-7144 
DON'T FORGET TO VOTE 
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Show Biz In Review 
By Donald McLean 

Stage: Camelot 
  

  

The Civic Light Opera is winding up 
its pretty dismal '75 season with Lerner 
& Lowe's musical fairy tale, Camelot. 
Thanks to Douglas Campbell's smooth 
direction, Robert Randolph’s handsome 
sets and the firstrate costumes of Frank 
Thompson, it's a visually opulent 
production that dazzles the eye. The 
score by Lerner and Lowe is less than 
memorable and the book by Lerner has 
always been a tour de force for the role of 
King Arthur and one-dimensional cari- 
catures for everyone else. Camelot, on, 
off or under Broadway, has never been 
anything more than a spectacularly 
pretty snore, but the current cast at the 
Curran is giving their best to pump some 
life into the legend of King Arthur, his 
round table, his curvaceous wife and his 
square rival. 

The final scene where a defeated 
idealistic King Arthur clings to young 
Tom of Warwick as the hope of the 
future is a killer of a finale and almost 
worth the two-and-a-half hours of 
uneven interest. Unfortunately, Edward 
Mulhare walks through the role as if 
awaiting a call from his agent that will 

take him away from all this. He’s a dull 
actor, a so-so singer and an apathetic 
Arthur. He's also — forgive me for 
mentioning it — too old to be playing a 
youthful idealist, so we must suspend 
credibility right from the start, but that he 
does nothing with the opportunities the 
script presents him is unforgiveable. 

  

Mulhare has a certain matinee charm, 
but charm is a poor substitute for a listless 
performance. And without a strong, 
magnetic Arthur, a good portion of 
Camelot goes right down the drain. 

Fortunately, Anne Rogers is a 
perfect Guenevere. The lady is a shrewd 
actress, avoiding the pitfall that befell 
Julie Andrews in the role; her Guene- 
vere is never bitchy, Miss Rogers cutting 
back and underplaying the acid-tongue 
Lerner invested Guevenere with. Rog- 
ers’ Guenevere is pert, intelligent and 
possessing a rollicking sense of humor, 
but she’s also immensely likeable and 
appealing. Anne Rogers possesses a 
lovely clear soprano voice and gracious 
stage presence and she makes the most 
plus a little more of what the role allows 
her. You can ask no more of any 
performer. 

Lancelot has got to be one of the 
deadliest prigs ever written, although he 
does get to sing two of the better songs in 
the score. Ron Hussmann also has 
managed the neat trick of bringing a 
ringing voice and lowkey wry humor to 
the role to undercut Lance’s insufferable 
goody-goody stiffness. Husmann sings 
well, and plays Lance with conviction 
and almost succeeds in making Lancelot 
into a human being, instead of a symbol. 

Gale Gordon has no such prob- 
lems. Pellinore was written as comedy 
relief, and Gordon sinks his experienced 
teeth into the part and gets the maximum 
effect by playing Pellinore as a sharp old 
coot with a quick wit. He doesn’t dither, 
bluster or mug, Gordon simply attacks 
each line with incisive bite; his second act 
scene with Mordred is a gem, funny yet 

i 
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Edward Mulhare & Anne Rogers as Arthur 

& Guenevere in “'Camelot."”’ 

telling, but then, Gordon is one of that 
handful of fine character actors who 
know how to make the most out of 
lending solid support. 

Scott Jarvis is a joyfully malevolent 
Mordred, Arthur Malet a splendid 

  

Merlyn and George Ball outstanding as 
Sir Dinaden. While the prospect of sitting 
through any production of Camelot 
gives me the same thrill as spending an 
evening in bed with the Reader's Digest, 
this production certainly must rank 

The Show 

The Restaurant 

The Discotheque 

Montgomery at Broadway 

  
   

  

&   
Gale Gordon and Stanley greet Anne Rogersinthe ‘Lusty Month of May.” 

among the better. It's a case where 
firstrate talents make secondrate 
material seem better thanitis . . . except 
in the case of Arthur, where the reverse 
istrue. 

It's a beautiful production; just sit 
back and enjoy. 
STAGE: DESIRE UNDER THE 
ELMS... 

Oh, dear, dear, dear. Where 
Camelot is a basically dull show being 
given an exciting production, A.C.T.’s 
presentation of Eugene O'Neill's Desire 
Under The Elms is a dull production of a 
potentially exciting play. 

Granted that O'Neill's 1924 play 
has soap opera overtones today, it is still 
a heavily sensual play about smould- 

ering passions, about greed and lust and 

lonliness. Under Alan Fletcher’s Chinese 
Water Torture direction, this production 
shuffles steadily along with much 
spitting, shouting and floor-writhing; 
histronics without conviction. Finally, 

mid-way into the third act, Ray 
Reinhardt as Ephraim Cabot grabs hold 
of O'Neill's passion and the play 
suddenly flickers to momentary life . . . 
but it's almost too late. 

For two tedious acts, we watch 
Daniel Kern, as the young son Eben bent 
on avenging his mother and gaining 
control of his father's farm, grab at 

straws. He slides in and out of a New 
England accent, his outward intensity is 
belied by an inner calm (where it should 
be the other way around), and he levels 

a zealous, revenge-obsessed young man 

to just another mixed-up kid who pouts 
when he can’t get his way. 

While Kern pouts, I don’t know 
what Megan Cole is doing. The new wife 
Abbie is supposed to be a lusty widow 
emotionally frustrated who sells herself 
for the promise of security. Miss Cole 
plays Abbie as a dewy ingenue being led 
astray by her own sudden lust; rather 
than setting out to seduce young Eban to 
protect her claim to the farm, Cole plays 
it as a young innocent being seduced by 

his physical appeal. Since Abbie is the 
catalyst of the play, and for two acts the 

strongest of the three, propelling the 
action to its disastrous climax, Cole's 
sweet, endearing innocence coupled 

with Kern's barnstorming petulence 

reduces Abbie and Eban to looking like 

Tony and Maria in West Side Story 
(complete with Fletcher's second act 

blackout with her reaching out to him 
from the window). She seems motivated 

in spite of herself, not as a driving force, 
and while Megan Cole is undeniably a 
talented actress, the entire characteriza- 
tion and concept is so far astray from 
O'Neill's Abbie that the focus of the play 
makes old Ephraim a villain and Abbie 
and Eben his victims. Wrong!!! 

As the lonely old farmer seeking 
someone to give his life meaning, Ray 
Reinhardt never is the crusty tyrant we 
are told is such a monster to his sons, but 
he does manage to delve deeper than his 
cohorts to give a compassionate 
portrayal and evoke our interest. 

O'Neill's play is about three basically 
unattractive, selfish people; Fletcher's 
production seems bent upon showing us 

how really nice deep down they all are, 
so he directs in the shadows instead of 
the light, and the motivating passion 
never erupts. His pacing could be beaten 
out on a drum, except then we'd have 
Emperor Jones. 

At the end of the first act, the two 
older sons, well played by Raye Birk and 
Rick Hamilton, take off for greener 
pastures. | wish I could have gone with 
them! 

The A.C.T. 10th Anniversary 
Program, on sale in the lobby is a 
treasure. A must for any true theater 
lover. 

Film: 

Black Christmas 

This dreadful little murder mystery 

looks like a made-for-television film that 
would probably benefit from a lot of 
commercial interruptions. A girl dis- 
appears from her sorority house (she’s 

up in the attic wrapped in a cellophane 
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HALLOWEEN 

of the Ps 
YOUR HOST, IMPERIAL CROWN PRINCE DIXON 

& “POLK STREET SALLY” ON STAGE 
WITH GERALDINES | AND 11 
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ver $300 in 
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BEST GROUP (BUS) 

BEST MALE 

   BEST FEMALE 

BEST COUPLE 

BEST COMEDY         
  

RESERVE NOW FOR OUR SPECIAL 

HALLOWEEN DINNER — SPECIAL MENU 

So 
    

    

  

AND SPECIAL MENU FROM 2 AM 
TILL DAWN ON HALLOWEEN NIGHT. 

  

1121 POLK STREET - SAN FRANCISCO - 441-7798 

          

   

    

    

  

   

  

    

  

    

bag, stupid!!) and the search is on. Then 
another girl is found murdered, and the 
police decide that there is definitely 
something fishy afoot. And slowly we 
plod along, with about 35 minutes of 
actual plot and an hour of tedious 
dialogue and red herrings; in the last ten 
minutes, director Bob Clark manages to 
generate a few moments of actual 
suspense as Olivia Hussey (remember 

her?) finds a veritible bloodbath of slewn 
roommate and just keeps opening doors 
until she finds the killer as well (I figure if 
she’s dumb enough to go clomping 
around with all those bodies, she 
deserves whatever she gets). 

John Saxon plays the local nitwit 
inspector; Saxon looks as if he keeps 
hoping Bulldog Drummond will arrive 
and take on the case so Saxon can get 
back to waxing his smile. Keir Dullea 
plays the weirdo-most-likely with 
staunch indifference (which, considering 

some of his dialogue, is a major acting 
achievement), and Margot Kidder shines 

briefly. Miss Hussey screams with real 
gusto and looks appropriately harried, 
all that is demanded of her by Roy 
Moore’s stagnant script. 

If you're looking for a good 
mystery, Farewell My Lovely is a dandy, 
with Robert Mitchum and Sylvia Miles at 
their disgruntled best. If you're seeking 
bubble-brained escapism, Black Christ- 
mas is a Grade B yawn. 
SAN FRANCISCO FILM FESTIVAL 

The 19th Annual SF. Film Festival 
managed to invite several films that 
graced the Festival just prior to their 
public opening at local theatres. 

Lina Wertmuller's Swept Away . . ., 
now at the Clay Theatre, is deserving of 
every accolade heaped upon it. Wert- 
muller is unquestionably the foremost 
female director in film today, with all the 
punch, savvy and technical ability of our 

    

toughest male directors. Leave it to the 
men directors’ to make “Women’s 
pictures;” Wertmuller can tackle politics, 

abortion and divorce with shrewd insight 
and sly humor. Swept Away is a brilliant 
funny love story about a wealthy 
dilletante and a pragmatic sailor thrown 
together on a desert isle with nothing in 
common but a mutual loathing. Their 
knockdown battle of the sexes and 
gradual role reversal provides one of the 
best films of '75 with two sensational 
performances by Mariangelo Melato and 
Giancarlo Giannini. It's a must! 

Luchino Visconti’s Conversation 
Piece is the kind of conversation we can 
do without. The film was royally booed 
at both the New York and S.F. Festivals, 

and with good cause. It’s a terrible film, 

reverently directed by Visconti as if in 
awe of himself. Burt Lancaster proves 
conclusively that he cannot act emotion- 
al depth, if at all, and Visconti’s 
continued enslavement of the nebulous 
charms of Helmut Berge is the greatest 
misuse of film footage since Irving 
Thalberg and Norma Shearer. Lancaster 
plays a retired, introverted professor 
who rents part of his house to Silvana 
Mangano (the only bright spot), who in 
turn moves in the decadent Burger and 
entourage. It's a crashing, pretentious 
bore that deserves fast oblivion. The 
Vogue Theatre is the scene of the 
disaster. 

Hearts of the West, at the Coronet 
Theatre and the Festival's opening role, 
is a gentle comedy notable primarily for 
Jeff Bridges beautifully lowkey portrayal 
of Lewis Tater, lowa farmboy and 
would-be western writer. After a series of 
mishaps leaving home to become 
another Zane Grey, Tater winds up in 
Hollywood of the 30’s as a western 
actor. Rob Thompson's script is often 
wryly on-target, especially capturing the 
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Cathryn Harrison & Joe Dallesandro bring 

their enigmatic faces to ‘Black Moon." 

lurid jargon of the cheap novel, but both 
Thompson and director Howard Zieff 
seem unsure just how broad a comedy 
Hearts should be, so it alternately is 
hilarious broad farce and disappointing 
melodrama and ultimately, not com- 

pletely satisfying. Alan Arkin and 
Richard B. Schull walk off with the 
supporting comedic honors, Blythe 
Danner is charming and Andy Griffith 
strangely stony in the role that jars the 
worst, a jaded hasbeen. It’s a film that 
could have been a lot better had writer 
and director taken a definite stand, but 
for Bridges performance and the many 

vy NOVEMBER 14 and 15 

Fifties Dress. Bring your 

~n favorite records (will be 

@ returned to you after 

9? the 15th) 
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) cocktail hour 
Monday thru Saturday 

8 to 10 p.m. 

"HaN 
¢ November Special Events 
) O0’s festival 

wonderful moments along the way, 
Hearts is quite enjoyable. 

Louis Malle’s Black Moon is a piece 
of artistic sheepdip that is beautiful to 
look at and means nothing. it's lovingly 
described in press releases as a “poetic 
fantasy” and “sensual science fiction:” 
whatever it is (and I frankly admit, I 
haven't a clue), at the end of 100 
minutes, | felt I'd been had. It’s not an 
interesting or compelling film, just a 
confusing one, as the blank-faced 
Cathryn Harrison wanders through a 
farmhouse encountering a babbling old 
woman (stunningly played by the late 

    
Grand 

Andy Griffith & Jeff Bridges in the comedy 

"Hearts of the West." 

  

Giancarlo Giannini & Mariangelo Melato on 
a desert isle in Lina Westmuller's "Swept 

Away." 

Therea Ghiese), two mute beautiful 

children and all manner of symbolic 
animals, including a talking unicorn. 
Personally, I think it’s the nightmare of a 
psychotic mind . . . but that’s only a 
guess. [really don’t care enough to delve 
further. Malle is a filmmaker of great 
talent, but is self-indulgence reason 
enough? Joe Dallesandro fans will be 
crushed; he keeps his clothes on and his 

mouth shut. Any movie where a unicorn 
has the best lines . . . well, you definitely 
have something for fans of the offbeat. If 
you like Last Year At Marienbad (which 
was far more coherent), you'll love Black 

Jockey 
Short Contest 

PREVIOUS CORRAL JOCKEY SHORT WINNERS 

WILL COMPETE FOR THE GRAND PRIZE. 

TO BE HELD 

November 21st 
AT 11 p.m. 

GUEST HOST — DESIREE VII OF SAN JOSE 

HOST AND HOSTESS: 

SANDY QUEEN OF OAKLAND 

AND BILLY De FRANK 

-: 

Moon. | hated both. (at the Larkin) 

LET YOUR 
FINGERS DO 
WHAT YOUR 
MIND THINKS. 
VOTEON x 
NOV. 4th. 
  

talent night 
Be discovered at the Corral’s 

¢ 
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7 CORRAL ROOM 
316 - 14TH ST OAKLAND, CA 

presents 

893-6280 
RESERVATIONS 

talent show. Contact 

Bob Green for lighting and 

sound needs. 

NOVEMBER 18 — 29 
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Southern Scandals 
By Mr. Marcus 

Big Money Shafts, 
Really Big Money 
Shafts Absolutely 

For the second year in a row, Dick 

Dickerson of the Folsom Prison will 
stage the Folsom Prison Prix, an event 
for both motorcyclists and buddy riders. 
The Prix Il is a test of man and machine 
covering a course of approximately 

nineteen miles with expected com- 
pletion time of under and hour. The 
event is timed with spotters and 
checkpoints throughout the course. The 
object is to complete the Prix course in 
the least time while observing all rules of 
road safety, state and local laws. 

Trophies will be awarded for first, 
second and third place to heavy, 
medium and lightweight divisions. 
There is no entry fee and a limited 
edition of Folsom Prison Prix II buttons 
will be given to participants. It all 
happens on Sunday, Nov. 2, with 
registration between 2:00 and 3:00 pm. 
Those of you who participated in this 
event last year will remember what a 
great event the Prix is. See you all there! 
I was amused to read in Herb Caen’s 
column about the D.A. of New York 
writing to Folsom Prison Bar about 
interviewing an inmate — and Dick 
inivted him for red hankey night & beer 

  

  

p specials! Dynamite. That man is 
dynamite. 

While many of us were out of town 
for the Emperor- 

Empress Coronation in Portland, | was 

overjoyed to learn the GDI’s, A Night at 
Minksy’s was well attended and several 

converged on the place and literally 
had a ball. It was great seeing a lot of old 
and new faces at the Ball and the 
Warlocks’ party. Terry Taylor, just back 
from the east coast, was radiantly 
stunning at Mae West and of course, 
Lee Raymond's presentation of 
Fantasia took the grand prize at the Ball 
— yes, it was another fabulous 
weekend in San Francisco. Of course, 
this Friday is Halloween and you all 
know what that means. 

w Ow 

According to the latest issue of the 
Knights of malta, there are 100 silver 

dollars waiting for Milton White whose 
name was drawn at the Reno Chapter’s 
1st Anniversary, Mixed Nuts. Crossfire, 

the KofM Reno Chapter, announces 
that you have 90 days from October 1st 
to claim your prize. You may contact 
the Knights of Malta by writing to PO 
Box 7726, Reno, Nevada 89502. 

* Ow 

Election time right around the 
corner and many in the communty are 
backing candidates for many offices. No 
need to tell you that the political clout of 
the gay community will be a viable force 
or a myth when the votes are counted. 
If you don’t vote on next Tuesday, Nov. 

4th, shame on you. And while you're in 
the booth, remember those politicians 
who have interacted with US in many 
endeavors and introduced legislation 
beneficial to gays...Please vote for all 
the gay candidates. Harvey Milk needs 
OUR vote. Milton Marks needs our 
vote. Dick Hongisto needs our vote. 
Carol Silver needs our vote. Did you 
see the biggies marching with Marks on 
Polk Street, Tuesday and on Folsom on 
Thursday? There's an auction at the 
House of Harmony on Sunday, Nov. 
Ist at 8 pm for Carol Silver - a hot 

dude wearing a bike jacket, a gold 
earring who out-pelvises Elvis onstage 
with a husky voice that turns people on. 
If you're into Mexican food during the 
day, there's a delightful place at 
229-11th St., called. LA PERLA in 
Kissling Alley. And of course, at night 
there's the Casa de Cristal and Los 
Cazos on Castro. Don't forget the 3rd 
Annual Spoon Awards at the New Bell 
Saloon on Sunday, Nov. 16th at 6:00 
pm. special Hall of Fame awards will be 
made to those people who never stop 
stirring. Be sure to catch Dolli’'s Mardi 
Gras float Halloween night - it'll be all 
over town. Say, the Empress candid- 
ates are all gorgeous and they did pee at 
the B.A. Ball. Congrats to Kim 
Chidester, Emperor | of Portland, and 
Mona, Empress XVII of Portland. 

Everyone in Portland had a grand time 
in Portland and special thanks to Lennie 
Mollett (527) for the scrumptious dinner 
in Canlis’ at the Hilton Hotel there - 
needless to say, San Francisco's 
presentation for the ball was flawless 
with the costumes from the Wizard of 
Oz and Empress Doris and Emperor 
Mike together with stunning beauty. If 
you caught the Fun Buns Contest at the 
Boot Camp last Monday you were 
treated to a fun night with judges from 
Perth, Australia, London, England, and 
Long Beach. J.C., that hunky dude 
you see on all the bike runs won the 
contest and several dates afterward as 
well. Be sure to catch the movie 
currently showing at Thom Paine’s 

Laurel Theatre. You just might catch 
the owner of the Wild Goose, Don 
Baker on the silver screen in one of 
those “esoteric” scenarios. Congrat- 

  

   

    

   

ulations to FeBe’s celebrating their 9th 
Anniversary last week for 3 fun-filled 
days. Love you Don and John. Karate 
classes beginning at SIR very soon. Call 
SIR for dates and times. Great seeing 
Hector, Gardner and the KID arourd 
again. Sorry | messed up and missed 
the Roasting of Joe Roliand at the 527 
Club. Be on hand for the Roasting of 
Imperial Queen Mother Jose, Empress | 
of San Francisco on Wed., Nov. 26th. 
this one should be a blast. Belated 
birthday greetings to Al Ferguson, 
Loretta Love of the Ballroom is running 
for SIR Royal Baby and getting hotter 
every minute. Bill McWilliams being 
squired around by a handsome and 
debonair millionaire. Have you tried the 
New Club Baths on 8th and Howard? 
200 plus roomy rooms (with dimmer 
switches) and beautiful showers with 
huge picture windows for exhibitionists 
among us. You must try it soon. Judges 
for the Closet Ball added this week are 
Linda of the Phone Booth, Mrs. Milton 
Marks, and Sheriff Hongisto among 
others. Even if you don’t buy a 
sandwich from him, check out the 
fantastic personality of Skip the 
Sandwich Man at Sukker’s Likkers, on 
Polk St. Everyone's wearing those 
fabulous Golden Rivets around their 
necks of course, that bar is doing great 
already. Help our Emperor Mike with 
his Christmas Show on Dec."12, 13 and 
14. Darryl Lotter of FeBe’s had a great 
time in Portland as did Russ and Doris. 
The rumors of fistifuffs are just that. A 
vishus rumor with no factual basis. And 
what's this about a Dianne Feinstein 
Look Alike Contest people calling the 
BAR office about? Applications for 

SECOND ANNUAL 

contestants at the Closet Ball on Nov. 
22, at the Hyatt Union Square can be 
obtained from Prince Dixon at the *P.S. 
during the day. Good luck to all the 
Empress Candidates, you are all 
beautiful and I wish you luck with your 
campaigns. 

That's it for this issue folks — see 
you all around the campus, South of 
Market of course — don't forget the TG 

Picnic this Sunday and have a blast on 
Halloween Night. See you at the Dance 
Your Ass Off Contest at the Boot 
Camp. Love you all. 

Mister Marcus 

P.S. A million thanks to L.M.F. for a 
great weekend. Aren't you kind’a glad 
it's NOT over? 
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Fargo. Individual numbers are cast in 

each buckle at the time of pouring and a 

buckles (at $15 ea.) and ___ 
  

The only authentic Wells Fargo Buckle and | 

Belt. Registered with Wells Fargo & Co. 

This handsome buckle is individually cast 

and crafted in solid brass by the age-old in a Wells Fargo vault for future refer- 
sand-molded process used in America's ence and verification. Buckle fits 1%’ belt. 
Frontier Foundries. The belt is antique Send $15.00 (includes shipping) for 
brown cowhide made especially for Wells each buckle and $5.00 for each belt to 

Registration Certificate allows you to re- fornia residents add 6% State Sales Tax. 

Enclosed is my check or money order for $_____ for 

belts (at $5 ea.). Waist Size _____ 

     

   
  

  

cord ownership. Certificates will be stored 

Grand Central, 465 California Street, Suite 

815, San Francisco, California 94104. Cal- 

ADDRESS 

        STATE o ZIP     

Details at the bar. 
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A! complimentary remarks about the show 
resounded throughout the community 
following the weekend. A great time 
was had by all and congratulations to 
the GDI's for another fun presentation. 

   

   

  

   

        

   

  

   

lady - see you all there! 
wow Ow 

The Victory Garden . . . if you 
caught the last issues of Time and 
Newsweek, you couldn't have missed 

The Warlocks staged their Witches Bruce Springsteen, billed as the Christmas last Saturday night, im- epitome of “macho innocence” - a 
mediately following the TG Beaux Arts condition that started in San Francisco 
Ball, at Seaman’s Hall in the basement. long ago. Springsteen's image is tha: of 
Needless to say, hundreds of people a young-ish South of Market leather 

LEATHER 

A Man’s Accessory : 

Folsom Prison PRIX 
EVENT FOR MOTORCYCLISTS AND BUDDIES 

SUNDAY-NOV. 2nd 
ONE DAY RUN BEGINS AND ENDS AT FOLSOM PRISON 

CLASSIC BAR 

PURPLE PICKLE         2223 MARKET STREET 

SAN FRANCISCO 

621-0441 

               
   

  

REGISTRATION 2 to 3p.m. PRIX STARTS 3p.m, 
SPECIAL BUTTONS FOR PARTICIPANTS 

TROPHIES: Ist, 2nd, 3rd in 
Light, Medium and Heavy Classes 
(NOW ON DISPLAY AT THE BAR) 
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LEATHER FOREVER's 
unique, handcrafted 

Back Pack or 
Shoulder Bag in 

rich brown 
English calfskin. 

$34.95 

FREE COFFEE & DONUTS FROM lp.m. FREE HOT DOGS FROM 5 p.m. 

- MOVIES AND SLIDES SHOWN ALL DAY! R; Francisco 
[A 

\ ; BEER BUST from 8 p.m. 4 be 
    

    

    

  

        

     

    

  

    

NOW AVAILABLE: 
AWARDS PRESENTED during the BEER BUST 
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CATALOGUE ra NT J VOTED SAN FRANCISCO'S $2.50 1702 Washington Street A ps COME SPEND THE DAY WITH US! WILDEST BAR=~1974 (Outside U.S. and Canada: $3.50) San Francisco 94109      

  

      

  

(Refunded on 1st purchase over $25.) (415) 885-5773 
Please include 10% for postage and handling. 

Bank Americard, Master Charge, American Express, Diners, Carte Blanche: please give account number & expiration date. Phone orders welcome. 
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= Present this coupon for FREE MEMBERSHIP. 
Yn 

=» FREE classes Tues. & Thurs. at 8:30 taught by 

STEVE EDWARDS, Mr. Acme 

  

   

  

180° BAY LAUREL ROOM NOW OPEN 

  
JEFFS GYM 
504 Castro 864-9454 
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Complimentary Hors ‘d oeuvres at 

THE HIDEAWAY BAR, 5-7 PM 

Now serving MERCHANTS’ LUNCHES 

from $1.95 Monday thru Friday 

DINNER DAILY from $2.95 

  

      

  

CHURCH 
STREET 
STATION 

2100 MARKET STREET e 861-1266 

  

Sweetlips Sez 
Want to play carnival? What is it? Sit 

on my face and I'll guess your weight. 
Thank you Sheila (Don) of Jacksons. 

Greta, how come you made such a 
mess at the N' Touch the other 
afternoon. Popcorn all over the floor is 
not nice, especially since you threw it 
into the lovely face of Luscious Lorelei. 
You are heaven Randy, a fun, fun 

bartender. Darcelle and Roc of 
Darcelle’s XV Tavern in Portland will be 
doing two shows at The Paragon in San 
Jose on the 12th of Nov. These people 
are really talented, besides being 
heavenly. So drop down there to catch 
their act. We have a large contingent 
going down for the dinner show. Make 
your reservations early. If you haven't 
been to the Paragon, you are in for a 
surprise as it is a fantastically beautiful 
club. 

Hope you all had as much fun at the 
Beaux Arts Ball as our group did. The 
turn out and the costumes were really 
great. Too many wonderful costumes 
and people to mention. But Don Cavallo 
(Fickle Fox) do you think you acted very 
gentlemanly towards our popular 
Czarina Michelle? 

Don’t forget the Tavern Guild Picnic 
on Sunday, the 2nd of November. Lot's 
of bars will be having busses, including 
the Kokpit, Club Doris, the *PS, and the 
N* Touch. So contact your favorite bar 
for a bus trip. The picnic tickets are only 
$5.00 and it'll be a blast. Thanks to a 
great committee. Tickets available at all 
TG bars. 

Thank you Snowflake for the 
wonderful decor for the Halloween Party 
atthe QT. Boy oh boy, did we ever have 
fun. Right Warren? Don’t think that Polk 
St. will ever be the same. Kleig Lights, 
dancing the streets and lots of beautiful 
people. 

Flame, you peed in Portland. You 
showed them a fantastic entrance. 
Thanks for putting my nail polish on. 
Good luck Mona and Kim on your year’s 
reign. And you are both great people. So 
are you, Mame, honey. Incidentally, 
thank you Vanessa for allowing me to do 
my number there at Dahl & Penne. 
Didn't you like my ukelele, Honey 
Carolina? And thank you Keith, 
Emperor Bob Cramer and the fun loving 

Jose for a fun-filled week. But Jose, the 
traffic through your room and Bob’s was 
a little too much. If you had a turnstyle in 
it you could have charged a nickle and 
made a fortune. Every time you saw 
Emperor Mike, you saw his shadow 
Skip. The Embers in Portland is opening 
a new dance bar, just upstairs and it is 
something else. Thee levels for dancing, 
carpeted cubes to sit on and a square 
bar. Steve, you are out-doing yourself. 
Incidentally, your paino player, Miss 
Faye, is a heaven person. And Daddy 
Joe Roland was in good voice. 

Remember the CMC Carnival at 
Seamen’s Hall on Nov. 9th, Sunday. 
This is one of the biggies of the year and 
crowded. So don’t miss it. The 527 Club 
serves a fantastic brunch that day, but get 
there early as they get packed with all of 
the heaven bike riders. If you know what 
I mean. Loved your roasting of Daddy 
Joe the other evening, Lenny and 
Randy Johnson was a great MC. 
HAS ANYONE SEEN BELLA??? 

Happy belated Birthday Greetings, 
Harry, of the N’ Touch. Emperor Kim's 
Court of Portland will be the Lumberjack 
Court and he and the Empress Mona 
have a combined Rose pin. That is 
togetherness. Take Heed San Francisco. 
HAS ANYONE SEEN BELLA???? 

Don’t forget that the thin and svelt 
Rexanne appears daily at the New 
Gangway. Daddy Joe is still in the 
middle of his remodeling and the place 
certainly is looking much better than it 
has for years. Rexann, don’t you ever, 
ever remove your makeup. 
HAS ANYONE SEEN BELLA???? 

Understand that the New Bella's 
World will be opening this Friday on 
Castro St., hope so. 

Don’t forget the wonderful Tender- 
loin Tessie is running for Miss Gay San 
Francisco and is a worker for the 
community. 

Thank you staff of the Club 
Rendezvous for the beautiful Lips 
pumpkin. Thank you Ryc of the QT for 

making Curtis happy so that he was so 
nice in Portland. He put Empress Doris’ 
entrance together and it was great. 

Love and happiness to all, 
Sweet Lips 

  

        
  

  Irv & Fousom, SF 
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Imperial Newsletter 
HER MAJESTY, THE EMPRESS, 
DORIS X 

By Ray Gustafson 

This is going to be a fantastic 
election year and it appears this will be 
the largest vote ever for the title of 
Empress of San Francisco. The cam- 
paigns and candidates’ parties will keep 
the bar business jumping until the day of 
the election, Dec. 13th. The first 
Candidate Night will be at the Hombre, 
Thurs., Nov. 6th at 9 PM. (These nights 
are for ALL the candidates). These 
nights are arranged for the community to 
meet the candidates and ask them 
questions. 

The Hombre is especially fitting for 
me, as last year my kick-off party as an 
Empress candidate was at the Missouri 

Mule, the former name of the Hombre. 
The new owner and Imperial Countess 
de Klutz, Dave Williams, promises a 

fun evening for all. 
There have been many statements 

made and printed about who I am 
supporting for Empress. It would not 
make any difference if | supported one 
candidate or not, asit is an open election 

and this year will have many new faces at 
SIR voting as we did last year. However, 
[ am not supporting any one person at 

all. All five Candidates are friends and | 
am trying to assist all of them in their 
campaigns. | have given permission to all 
of my Daisy Court to support or 
campaign for any candidate they wish, 
and itis NO surprise to me that they have 
joined behind different candidates. 

My Court and | have learned a lot this 
year in trying to keep the commuaity 
together. It is impossible to make 
everyone happy, but you do try to please 

as many as possible. No matter who 

wins, unite behind the new Empress. 
To the Candidates: 

As | stated in my address at the 
Beaux Arts Ball, all candidate for the title 

of Empress of San Francisco XI must 
conduct their campaigns with the dignity 
and respect that the title deserves. Any 
conduct that diverses, will automatically 
terminate said candidate for the office. 
The new Empress will have a very full 
year and an extremely important one. 
Continuing with the steps forward in the 
Communuty, in all aspects. There are 
many new steps to be viewed and taken. 
Any energy displayed in the eyes of the 
community reflects upon this office. The 
Empress is a representative of San 
Francisco, as well as the Official Hostess. 
The title, lest you forget, is camp! Many 
people only recognize the title holders as 
camp, and camp you must give them. 
You musn’t set yourself apart from the 
fun loving people of Our City. You are 
the fun diversion from the routine of 
daily work, both for straights and gays. 
Where as some may not be as “free and 
easy” in their own convictions, they may 
live and enjoy your camp with you. Be 
yourself, be willing to listen and accept 
(or try to) others’ ideas. Most im- 

portantly, be respectful to others 
opinions. Being Empress is much more 
than sparkle and glitter. It is a 
responsibiity. My Blessing to all of you: 
Lady Jane Doe, Lady Dolli Lady 
Flame, Lady Ginger and Lady Voo Doo. 

BAY AREA REPORTER 
Advertising information in B.A.R. 

Telephone: (415) 861-5019 
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halloween masquerade ball — october 31st 

tavern guild picnic (advance tickets only) — november 2nd 

to santa rosa 

121 

    

live music and dancing 
every friday and saturday evening 

and sunday afternoons 

sunday brunch from 9 am til ? 

special spaghetti feed $1.50 
sundays from 1-4 pm 

A 

RESORT HOTEL 

RESTAURANT 

COCKTAILS 

SWIMMING 

ck VERANO INN 
197 Verano Ave. 
Sonoma, CA 95476 
Phone (707) 996-9688 

sonoma 
plaza 

  

animals love maneaters 

the LION PUB 
where midnite thinking begins daily at 5pm 
sacramento & divisadero~ san francisco     

  

 



  

   
   
   

a Cucaracha 
presents 

THE FABULOUS 

restaurant and bar 

VA 
and her group 

In The New 

LA CANTINA LOUNGE 
FRIDAY, 8:30 — 12:00 

SATURDAY, 8:30 — 12:00 

SUNDAY AFTERNOON, 2:30 — 6:00 

For Unlimited Engagement 

TUESDAY NIGHTS 

OUR SPECIAL SELECTION OF 

AFTER DINNER LIQUEURS 

SERVED AT THE BAR 

(Included in the price of your entree) 

  

  
WEDNESDAY NIGHTS SPECIAL = RC 

WELL DRINKS 60¢ — ALL NIGHT — > 
    

Dinners — Tuesday thru Sunday, 5:30 - 11:00 P.M. 

Sunday Brunch, 11:30 — 2:30 

2500 Market ibd-1990   
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This-a And That-a 
By Lou Greene 

The Savoy held their Halloween 
contest on Oct. 26th with live band, 
buffet and prizes for best costumes. They 
will be hosting the 1st Annual Peninsula 
Bartender of the Year Awards in the 
third week of November. So if you have 
a favorite bartender, let the folks at the 
Savoy know! and make it soon. The 
Savoy will be having a Thanksgiving 
dinner show - watch for this special 
event. Remember, the Savoy has after 
hours every Friday and Saturday - all 
night dancing. Maurice of the Savoy has 
announced his menu specials. Prime Rib 
Continental Dinner. Also Frog Legs! 

The Enchanted Faces Review, 

starring Goldie Montana, and Tanya 
Phimshk with Crescent Shalimar, Chylo 
Poloce and Stein will be opening their 

new act of great impressions at the 

PARAGON GARDENS CLUB on Nov. 
21, 22, and 23rd. Don’t miss this fine 
group of local talents. 

The Monterey Ball this year was a 
fantastic affair. Congratulations to 

Regina Millie and Rex I for one of the 
most smooth and sophisticated events 
this season. The Grand Ballroom of the 
Holiday Inn by the sea was decked out in 
Showboat decore. Theme prizes for best 
dressed went to Rhonda III, Rachael III, 
Countess Michael. At midnight, the new 

Regina V, Wanda and Rex II Delta Don 
were crowned the new Monarchs of the 
Cypress Empire. Congratulations to you 
both. 

The Red Boar held its very 

successful first anniversay party with a 
buffet and a show by Goldie Montana 
and the Enchanted Faces on Oct. 22. 

  

  

FROM: 

LITTLE ORPHAN ANNIE AND THOM PAINE 

  

I'm flabbergasted, thrilled and surprised. Thanks to the 

Judges for my First Place Award and thanks to the 

Tavern Guild “Beaux Arts Ball”. NO THANKS go to 

whoever broke into my car and stole some valuable 

possessions.     

@ 

Their Halloween Party willbe on Oct. 30 
with cash prizes to go to three categories 
for various costumes. 

The Candy Shop will hold its 
Halloween Contest on the 31st with 
costume judging at 10:30 PM. Cash 
awards of $50, $30 , $20 for best drag, 
funniest and most original. Remember 
the Candy Shop’s Wednesday Night 
Spaghetti Feed from 5pm to 9 pm. All 
you can eat for $1.00! 

The Wagon Wheel Corp., under 

the direction and help of the Posse and 
Mr. Cowboy will sponsor Toys for Tots 
Roundup this year in the latter part of 
November. Watch for posters! 

The Annual Cowboys of the 
Peninsula Harvest Hoe Down will be 
held on Nov. 15th at the Civic Aud., in 
San Jose. All proceeds to gay charity. 
See you all there. Fantastic Country and 
Western band. Guys, this is your event. 

Can you believe this! A re-opening 
of the Mecca. Go to the Mecca's 
Halloween Party on Oct. 31. See all the 
new light show, new wood shingle 
atmosphere. Vote for Mecca Man of the 
Month. Vote every time you order a 
drink. A new man of the month is 
honored every first Wednesday of each 
month. 

Tinkers’ Damn will hold their 5th 
annual Miss Tinkers' Damn costume 

party Halloween night. Co-hosts and 
MC for the evening's events will be 
Goldie Montana and Miss Tinkers’ 

Damn 1974-75 Genie Bill Funk. Cash 

prizes for best drag, most original and 

funniest costumes and the annual 

coronation of Miss Tinkers’s Damn V. 
Special guests for the evening are the 
Dowagers: Ms. Tinkers’ Damn: Evie I, 
Michaell II, Goldie Ill and Genie IV. 
Don’t miss it. 

The Paragon features Billy D’Frank 
on the 17th, 18th and 19th of Oct., 

    
     

and as usual, were extremely well 

received. Dennis & Toby will be featured 
on Oct. 24, 25 & 26th. Halloween Ball 
for the Senior Citizens Fund sponsored 
by Grand Reina VII Deserae in October. 
Don’t miss this very important event. On 
Nov. 7th, 8th & 9th, Pat Montclare will 
be featured and on Nov. 14, 15 — 16, 
Bobbie Callocotte; also, Nov. 21, 22, & 
23, The Enchanted Faces Review will do 
their thing. November will be a great 
show filled month here at the Paragon. 

The recent Knights of Malta '49er 
Chapter run to Laurel Park proved to be 
a smashing success. A new club was in 
full attendance, “The Rainbow Deaf 
Society”, a group of about eight hunky 
men who will make your tongues hard 

and your mouthes water. They worked 
and played hard on the run, and you can 
look forward to seeing them on all the 
runs and functions this year. Welcome, 
Rainbow Deaf Society. 

Watch for the new gay operated 
disco bar in San Jose area. The 
Desperados’ will open early in December 

with a great cast: Jon, Steve, Don & 

Jim. More details to follow. 
And last but not least, don’t miss the 

big stampede at the Turf Club in 
Hayward on Nov. 21st. This promises to 
be a great western fun night featuring live 
music. If you haven't had a chance to, be 
sure to see the new exciting western 

decor executed by Bob Coulton and 
Don Hunt of Freemont. It's really great. 

Until next time, best to you always 

in all ways. Love Lou. 
PS: Thisis are-print of an open letter for 
the Denney Beller Defense Fund. 

Open Letter 

“We a concern group of the 

Homophile Community have formed 
Adhoc Committees in Monterey and 

  

  

Old Western Decor 

Full Liquor Bar 

in Hayward 

22517 Mission Blvd. 

Nov. 2Isl ~ 
Sp.m. 

FEATURING LIVE MUSIC! 

581-9877 
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   San Francisco for the purpose of raising 
money for the Denny Beller Defense 
Funds. This fund is to help Denny in his 
current “predicament.” 

Many of you may know Denny as 
the President of the Monterey Dons. 
What you may not know about Denny is 
that he is currently serving in the United 
States Navy with more than fifteen years 
of Honorable Service, and that action is 
now being initated with a vew toward 
administrative separation for reasons of 
unfitness (in common terms he is gay). 

Denny has retained Richard Fox 
from Los Angeles as his lawyer. It is our 
opinion that this is a fight against 
unfitness charges and undesirable dis- 
charges for being gay. 

For this fight these committees hope 
to raise money through different events 
to be held in San Francisco on Nov. 15 

and Monterey on Nov. 23rd. 

We need your support and parti- 
cipation in these planned events. For 
further information and/or donations to 
the Denny Beller Defense Fund contact 
John of the Monterey Dons at 648 
Lobos, Monterey, Ca. 93940 or phone 
(408) 373-8137. 
Don, Rex, Monterey Chairman 
John Culp, Coordinating Chairman 
Gaston (648-9448) SF Chairman 

Deno (668-8542) SF Co-Chairman 

  

Beaux Arts Ball 

As thousands of on-lookers stared, 
open-mouthed, a dazzling array of 
persons brightly costumed, strolled into 
the lobby of the lavish Hyatt Regency 

  

  

Hotel for the annual Beaux Arts Ball, on 

Sat. October 25th. 
With well over 1200 people in 

actual attendance at the Ball, the 
festivities got underway at 9:30 pm, 
being directed by Dick “Cristal” Nelson 
and Archie “Ms. Olsen” And while those 
being introduced didn’t always hustle 
fast enough in order to get the next 
group on stage, famed entertainer 

Michelle, kept everyone highly enter- 
tained with her wit and humor. 

One high-light of the evening was 
when Michelle introduced the Board of 
Supervisors’ President, Dianne Fein- 
stein, escorted by Supervisor Quentin 
Kopp, proceeded to give a certificate of 
honor to Oliver Sipple. 

The candidates for Empress XI were 

introduced by Michelle. A most colorful 
entry was presented by Flame, who was 
carried onto the stage by scantily clad 
young men, and had quite an entourage 
of associates colorfully costumed. Then 
came, Dolli, who entered to the tune of 
Hello Dolly and was accompanied by 
several young men in waiters’ ouffits, 

handing out tidbits and drinks. 
VooDoo’s entrance was quite in- 
teresting, and she looked quite stunning 
in her new gown. 

Several uniformed men, wearing 
black military hats and brown shirts with 
bloused boots, very grim looking, 
prepared the way for the entrance of 
their candidate, Jane Doe. 

Then came Ginger, whose group 
was attired in multitude of colors which 
were matching, and looking quite 

gingerish and spicy. Very original and 

unique! 

Empress X, Doris, received all the 

It’s mellow 
at The Mayan. 

The Mayan Baths, 2107 4th Street, Berkeley 845-8992   |) 

contestants for Empress, and the race for 
Empress Xl is now on, finally. 

But back to the fun part of the 
evening, with the many different 
entrants competing for the Grand Prix of 
$300. You can imagine the variety of 
movies represented, all competing for 
the Theme prize, Saturday Night at the 
Movies. 

The biggest production, and the 
one which certainly was the most 
realistic, was the lavish production of 
Orient Express. The cast of characters 
were well re-created by the members of 
the production, and received quite a 
shower of applause. 

Another large production, which 
was similar to others done in the past, 
was the one inspired by the Disney film, 
Fantasia, done by Lee Raymond's 
entourage. And this was the winner. 

Several of the costumes were quite 
original, and very clever, and won the 
audience and the judges in particular. 
So the Grand Prix of $300 went to Lee 
Raymond's group. 

Several sparkling singles were on 
hand, such as Tony Desetti’s plastic 
see-though costume, which was quite 
revealing. Also, the Barabrella costume, 
highly applauded and was shown on 
TV. This Barbarella came from the 
Tenderloin. 

Rexann’s imitation of Gloria 
Swanson in Sunset Strip brought down 
the house. It was quite original and kept 
the show rolling right along. 

All those who worked so hard, 

certainly deserve great applause for the 
time and energy spent in preparing for 
this night of nights, the Beaux Arts Ball. 

Politicians were all over the place, 
which is a credit to the hard work of 
Cristal and the other Beaux Arts Ball 
Committee members. Sheriff Dick 
Hongisto, sheriff candidates: Bob Geary 
and Gene Prat, were on hand, as was 
Bob Mendelsohn, John Molinari, Enola 
Maxwell, George Moscone, Carol 
Silver, Joe Frietas, Milton Marks and of 
course, Quentin Kopp and Dianne 
Feinstein. 

beaux arts ball winners 

Cartoons 
IstPrize Orphan Annie Thom Paine 
2nd Prize MGM Lion Mike Lewis 

Singles 
1st Prize Mae West Terry Taylor 
2nd Prize  GloriaSwanson Rexanne 

Couples 
1st Prize 

Love isaMany Splendored Thing 
2nd Prize 
Ben Hur 
Group 

1st Prize 
Ten Commandments 

2nd Prize 
Murder on the Orient Express 

Grand Prize 
Fantasia Lee Raymond 

  

GET MORE FOR YOUR MONEY 
ADVERTISE IN B.A.R. 

(415) 861-5019 

  

  

   

          

  

HAPPINESS IS ACCEPTANCE 
  

  

GLASSES” 

In particular, I'm grateful to H____ and 

the “long hairs” 

one of the groups accepting me as I am! 

(I can’t be more explicit!)     

  

THEA!   

double 

header 

cruisin’ 
of 

Plus,by popular 
demand, Bill Eid 
& Friends in 

reflections 

Letus put the 
spice in jour life!   

a 
  

2111 Polk St.® San Francisco, 94109 m 928-1119 
San Francisco's All-Male Film 
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Camera Stores 
  

>= 
575 Castro 
864-1390    

“mes” 
eye 

1364 Haight St. 
552-2862 

*0 0° 

(415) 626-3903 NAOMIS 

ANTIQUES TO GO 

3903- 18th STREET/SANCHEZ 
SAN FRANCISCO, CA 94114 

OPEN TUES-SAT 
NOON TO 6:00pm   

  

J OPM=2AM 

  

  

COMPLETE 

PRINTING 

& 

PRINTERS SIGN SERVICE 

  

419 SOUTH VAN NESS AVE. 
SAN FRANCISCO, CA. 94103 

PHONE (415) 626-8484 

TASTE OF (EATHER 
THE ONLY GIFT SHOP IN TOWN 

THAT'S OPEN EVERY NIGHT 

INHALERS $5 WICKS 75¢ METAL COCK RINGS $1 
LEATHER COCK RINGS $1 WATCH or WRIST BANDS $3 
LEVI COCK RINGS $2 LUBRICANTS T75¢ NECK BAND $2§ 
HAND or THUMB CUFFS $8 LEATHER DILDOS $5 
SUPERSLICK $2.95 BLIND FOLDS $5 TOWNSEND'S 
LEATHER WORKBOOKS i 
TREASURIES = GREETING CARDS 
DILDO TELEPHONE i FOR ALL 
EXTENSIONS $8 4 OCCAS | ONS 

ELEVENTH AND FOLSOM 

(415) 928-1972 

She Pendulum Clock Co. 
SPECIALIZING IN GERMAN, FRENCH 

& AMERICAN CLOCK REPAIR 

SALES & SERVICE 

  

1770 UNION STREET e¢ SAN FRANCISCO, CA. 94123 

  

  

Open 24 Hours 

621-9963 

582 CASTRO STREET 

Between 18th & 19th St. 

San Francisco, California 

  

  FLOOR 

a gallery 
  

THE SECOND 
    

“COME WITH A FRIEND AND ENJOY A 

COFFEE BREAK AND A PRIVATE EXHIBIT” 

687 COMMERCIAL 

SAN FRANCISCO 94111 

WEEKDAYS 7-6 

(415) 397-4535 

celebrating the male form in art 

      YOUNG JAMES DEAN 

NUDE 
About 17 years old! Unretouched and uncensored! 

5 x 7" print. Only $2.00. Must be over 18 to order! 

LEGEND GALLERY 
152 7th Aw. S. 

New York, New York 10014 
1    



  

  

     

     

THE WORLD'S 
FIRST AND ONL 

GAY OEPARTMENT STORE 
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CLOSE OUT ON 
DAVID'S BOYS SERIES 

#1 THE TEACHER 
#2 THE CLEAN=UP 
#3 PRICKLY HEAT 
#i BLACK RAPE 
#5 POT DREAMS 
#6 THE TURN ON 
#7 COMING MY WAY 
#8 SUBMISSION 
#9 ACTION PLUS 
#10 THE CRITIQUE 

$10 

2) 85d) 8S 
(WHILE THEY LAST) 

COLOR 8mm REGULAR 

  

  

Hnder Arrest? Need Help? 
Gall on us, 24 hour help! 

((1~33kh 
fielping Hands Services, 47d Eddy Street 

  

K. E. 1. Self Defense Studio 
KARATE 

FOR 

THE GAY COMMUNITY 

1177 POLK STREET 

SAN FRANCISCO, CA. 94109 

PHONE (415) 771-6747 

JOHN SLATER 

HEAD INSTRUCTOR 

  

©1975 BENRO Enterprises, Inc. 

1550 Howard Street 

San Francisco, CA 94103 

(415) 861-5019 
Hours: 9-5 Mon.-Fri. 

  

  
Opinions expressed in B.A.R. reflect 

those of the individual writers and not 

necessarily those of the Publisher. 

The entire contents of B.A.R are 

Copyright ©1975 by BENRO Enter- 
prises, Inc., and may not be reproduced 
in any manner, either in whole or part, 
without specific written permission from 
the publisher. All rights reserved.   
  

    
  

NEW RELEASES 
"POLK STREET CLIMAX." 

B=0-Y=-$ 
#1 SI7ZLER 

#2 THREE STUDS 
#3 JACKHAMMER THREE 
#l, FRONT AND REAR 

L / $50 

"THE GAY BLADES" 
HEADHUNTERS (part 1) #1 
HEADHUNTERS (part 2) #2 

$15 EACH 

SWEET PETER 12 
LOVE MAGAZINE ## 
BANG THE DRUM/ # 
BRUCE & ALLAN # 
SWEET SIXTEEN #1 
YOUNG & FUN 
RICK CASSIDY (pT 1) #9 
RICK CASSIDY (pT 2) #10 
BOOK #11 
GAS STATION/ #12 

$15 eacwH 3 / $1 
5 / $64 12 / $140 

JOMN HOLMES 

"DEEP!" THRUST 

$15 

MAIL ORDER ADD 
50¢ FOR EACH FILM 

FOLSOM’S FANTASYLAND 
960 FOLSOM STREET SAN FRANCISCO 94107 

(EL EER GF UL RU 

OPEN 7 DAYS 9 to 9, PHONE 777-4643 

«|= 3   
  

  

Sof 
INSTANTLY 

PAINLESSLY 

FOLSOM STREET’S FANTASYLAND 
OPEN 7 DAYS 9 to 9, PHONE 777-4643 &= 

960 FOLSOM STREET SAN FRANCISCO 94107 

8 —— 7 ( between 5th and 6th ) 

  

  

AC/DC ELECTRONICS 
TV SERVICE 

  

Free Pickup & Delivery 

Call Mike 

863-1286   
  

  

  

P.O. BOX 31384, SAN FRANCISCO, CA 94131 

Swim, sun, hike, etc. at your own private 

membership resort above the Russian River. 
Large outdoor pool and indoor Jacuzzi hot 
pool for day and night enjoyment. 
Inexpensive rates with meals included. 

Reopening 

in Spring 
“76” 

For details and inspection write or call 
(415) 864-8446, ext. 184. Mon.-Fri. 8-6.         

  

  

You can sell 
anything (maybe) 

in a B.A.R. 
Want Ad.. 

BUSINESS 
OFFERS 

Beer and Wine bar in San Jose. Excellent 

gross for owner/operator. Box 2010 Santa 

  

  

  

Clara, Ca. Reasonable but cash E-22 

TRAVEL AGENT 

Need commissioned salesman, minimum 3 

yrs. exp. 621-8300. E-22 
  

MASSAGE 
Total Sensual Massage by handsome 

muscular man, 24. Jack. 863-8868. Satisfies 

E-23 

Private Masseur available anytime for 

sensual athletic-type massage. Well en- 

dowed, clean-cut. Gd. lkg. Call Dick. 

776-8163 E-23 

Best Oil Massage by handsome well-built 

Denim-Leather butch. 33, 510", 175# , 

Dark hair, blue eyes, hair body, hndl. br. 

moustache. $15 in $20 out. When you need 

itcall Jack 922-5931. Mornings. E-22 

Yng, clean-cut man, 31 offers sensual 

gratifying massage Esalen trained for a 

mellow and beautiful experience. Call me 

776-7287. Jim. E-22 

Tall, trim and teriffic guy delivers total 

sensual massage, anytime! Chad, 28, 6 
160# clean-cut, hot & hung. 826-1076. E-25 
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Outstanding sensual massage delivered by 

clean-cut, trim, masc. guy with talented 

hands. Mark, 29, 6°, 160# , brn hair/eyes, 

defined. 824-5343. Satisfies! E-25 

Lean, musc. bodybuilder avail for modeling- 
massage. 6°, 165¢# , 30"* W, 42" C Honest, 
warm, friendly! Call Bill at 441-1054. E-03 

HOUR MASSAGE $15 in, $20 out. 10th 
year. Howard 922-7772. E-26 
Handsome Levi/Leather Man, 32. Mascu- 
line, clean-cut, 62", 42" C, 32" W, 175¢# 
Hung big and thick, uncut. Sergio. 

  

  

  

  

626-4130] E-22 
Exciting massage by young, well-hung stud, 
Tom. 863-8868 E-26 
  

EXPERT MASSEUR BLACK 

Downtown SF Anytime. 

  

776-9972 E-22 

Relaxing, sensual massage by expert. 
Michael 771-0420. E-24 
  

PEOPLE 
Muscular Bodybuilder Model. Photo in 

Advocate Newspaper. Husky, Endowed, 

Stan. 885-4446. E-26 

Young attractive blond former ballet dancer. 

Leo, 58", 145 Ibs. Seeks true lover 

relationship wants correspondence with 

Older Masculine serious Gentleman. Photo 

required. Larry S., 806 “H’" St., Labrande, 

  

  

  

Ore. 97850. E-22 

Tom Martin, (Beale AFB) call 861-7230. 

Important. E-22 
  

Bodybuilder-Model 885-4446. Send SASE 

c/o Stan, 1214 Polk St., # 204, SF 94109 for 

free Photo. E-26 

New in SF, Masc. Mature Honest Educ 

Quiet, ample resources, seeks yng. sensitive 

company outside gay bar scene. For theater, 

dinner, beach, etc. No hustlers, dopers, fats, 

rowdies. Foto exchange. First mail only. 

1040 Mason St., # 102,94108 SF E-22 

CHICANO AND GAY? 

An organization is now forming in San 

Francisco to explore and attempt to fill the 

social, cultural and political needs of the Gay 

Chicano. Being a Gay Chicano is a unique 

experience only other Chicano Gays can 

truly understand. For more information 

Please call (415) 626-9042 from 6 pm to 10 

pm weekdays. E-22 

FOR RENT 
The Folsom Street Apartments, 1137 

Folsom Between 7th & 8th. Large 2/3 

rooms. Sahre bath. Tennant may decorate 

& paint. Bargain priced. Call431-1137. E-23 

Folsom 5 rm 2 bdrm Ige hdwd floor, kitchen 

sm dining rm. pvt. Secure, near all dntn. No 

dogs $220/mo. 431-2708 E-22 

DENHAM HOTELS 

have got to be the best for the price. We 

have three ideal locations, and all are clean 

The one at the start of Polk Gulch is: 

THE DENHAM 

located at 1075 Post (corner of Polk and 

Post). Nice and cozy. Rates start at $25 a wk 

check it out. 441-9591. The one with huge 

room and large sunny windows is 

THE TAREYTON 

located at 1049 Larkin (btwn Sutter and 

Post). Great rates start at $30 a wk, you'll 

love it. 441-9929. If you like the Downtown 

area, stay at: 

THE VICTORIAHOUSE 

located at 146 Embarcadero in ther 

Embarcadero Center area. Color TV and 

svc., community kitchen, much more. Rates 

start at $20 a wk. 781-0440. All Denham 

Hotels have security doors, monthly rates 

and are always maintained clean and 

attractive. Thanks Doris for all the work you 

have done. Keep it up for a while longer. We 

need it. And thanks Sandy of Oakland, we 

need more like you here and thanks to 

everyone for making Denham Hotels nice 
piaces to live and play. E-22 

  

  

  

  

  

Unfurn Studio $125 & 1 bdrm. $165. Newly 
redecorated carpets/drapes, stove, refrig. 

Qak St., nr Buchanan 431-6915 E-22 

Wildest in the West. 2 block to BART- 

Greyhound-Golden Gate Transit & Muni. 

Not just center of the action, but where its 

at. National Gay Hotel, 1139 Market St. San 

Francisco 94103. 415864-9343. E-26 

Tele. Hill unfurn. small 1 bed, quiet, firepl. 

dishwhr, carpet, single only. $240. 981-6477 

Evn. E-22 

  

  

Oakland Hills 1 bedroom house. SF city, Bay 

Bridge view 1% acres of gardens, fireplace, 

for rent to employed to responsible type 

$300/mo plus utilities. Contact Allan 

482-3333 Daytime and weekends. E-22 

Large 1 Bedrom unfurn $235 Broderick nr 

Clay. Carpets/Drapes garage incl. 431-6915. 

  

  

E-22 

PACIFICA: 3 br house avail early Nov. $300 

355-9629 E-22 
  

Spacious Furn or Unfurn. studio and one 

bedrm apts. newly decorated cpts. Ig walk in 

closets, laundry area, some parking. Small 

dogs ok, 265 Fell St., Between Gough and 

Franklin. Call Tony at 922-2006 after 5, Sat 

and Sun, call 863-0940 anytime E-O0 

Rooms with bath and refrig. $21.00 weekly. 

$84.00 monthly. Friendly atmosphere. 

885-9684. Padre Hotel. 241 Jones St. SF E-0 

YOUNGMEN HOTELS - Two good loca- 

tions on Polk near Sutter..and Ellis at 

Larkin. New furnishings in clean, bright 

rooms by the week or month. Exclusivey for 

men under 35 yrs. 885-4399 or 885-9755 (Ask 

  

  

  

for Mgr) E-O 

Sutter-Polk Studio Furn. $100/mo. 474-1721 

or 885-4446. No Pets. E-26 
  

Unfurnished studios & 1 bdrms. $145-$165. 

Rent includes use of Gym, Jacuzzi, Steam 

Rm, Sundeck. 851 O'Farrell. 885-4446. 

474-0776. E-26 

ROOMATES 
Foster City $150 share 2 bdrm condo. Own 

unfurn. bdrm & bath. Fireplace, stereo, 

color TV, laundry, etc. Rent Inc. Util. Pool, 

Jacuzzi sauna. 349-2959 E-23 

Share 4 bdrm. 2 bath home in Daly City. 

Ocean view, nr. Serra Monte Center. 

$175/mo. All utilties & TV paid. 755-4579 

E-22 

Black male, 49, retired will share twn pks 

area home with white male 55-62 preferred 

Relationship ? $160 utilities included. 415 

647-4113 E-24 

House to share $120/mo. Mature adult nr 

BART. Floyd 415586-5091 to 9PM E-24 

Share nice home nr San Bruno and Silver 

Aves. $100 own room frun dishwshr clother 

whr and dryer good trans w 2 easy going 

  

  

  

  

  

  

26 yr old man looking for an honest, stable 

working or student 20 - 28 to share a 1 bdrm 

apt. at Sacramento & Divisadero. $100/mo 

plus 2 utils. Call Dan 563-0820 Anytime. 

E 22 

East Bay private cozy room in my home refs. 

prefer age 25-35 $100/mo Call 569-7049 

After6PM E-22 

I'm a 40 year old Black male, gay, looking for 

a black male, gay, to share my apt. in 

Berkeley. Also share in rent & utilities. More 

information. Call Lee at 548-7419 each 

evening after 4:30. Prefer ages from 35-43 

years. Must be employed. E-22 

Wanted to share house or flat by Nov. 30. 
Employed and Refs. Call Mark 386-0179. 

Before9 PM E-22 

Share rental - Beautiful 3 bdrm redecorated 

SF Victorian flat, wall to wall carpets, stereo, 

color TV, stable, employed mature man. 

$185/mo. 626-6667 4 to 9 pm E-22 

Share 2 bdrm flat with deck & yard near 

Army St. $105/mo. with util 1st and last mo. 

required. Call 282-4359. E-22 

SERVICES 
Avon Products. 80 bottled. Men and 

Women. Ron 471-8991 E-23 

Piano tuning, rebuilding, refurnishing & 

restyling. 

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

“THE LAMBDA" 

Call Earl 415 537-4147 for appointment.E-23 

Dave's Contracting 
Clean, efficient carpentry, cabinetry, lock- 

smithing, painting, and lighting. Minor 

electrical, plumbing, masonry, and drywall. 

Free estimate all work by contract. 

References & Quality service. 415 776-0472 

1TAM-10PM E-22 

COUNSELING 

The constant search for another to give 

relief fropm from tensions and anxiety is in 

reality a search for oneself. Come in and find 

a better way to fill the gaps of emotional 

privation. Call 776-5911 E-22 

DISTINGAY 
San Francisco's First Gay Introduction 

Service. An alternative to bars, etc., 

Selectivity for the discerning man. Trial 
memberships available. Call ROBIN for your 
personal interview. Mon thru Fri. 11 - 4, 

777-1045.681 Market St., SF Suite 976  E-0 

BARTENDING 
Reliable, excellent references. Phone Bob 

221-0737, evenings E-22 

WE'LL TAKE YOUR LOAD 

MOVING & HAULING 

CALL KEITH 282-8085 E-22 

GRANNY'S TRUCKERS 

Afterall, "CARE" isthe 

language everybody 

understands 

  

  

  

  

  

  

The Hair People 

House of St. James 

Perms ...Cuts... Tints 

The best shampoo & conditioners around 

for home use. 

Days, Eves - Mon - Sat 

  

421-1787 

209 Post St., # 1202, S.F. 
You'll love the way we do it! E-O0 

CAPRICORN STEAM CARPET Home or 

Office. 931-3544. E-O0 
  

Chuck and Dave's Electric 

Serving the Gay Community since 1968. 

License # 306181. Residential and Com- 

  

mercial, 66 Sanchez, SF 431-5622 E-22 

HOME IMPROVEMENTS 
BUILDING REMODELING 

EXPERIENCED 
CALL GARY 282-4359 e-22 
  

BUILDING — REMODELING 
Shingling - Minor Elec. & Plumbing 

Experienced - Reasonable 

I'm Jack. TRY ME. 658-6576 E-23 

Housecleaning Refs. 

Wed. and Thurs. 8- 10:30 

Days, Call John (415) 387-3680 

8-10:00 AM E-22 

MOVING WITH RON 
Moving and hauling at real 

people's prices. Call 285-9846 E-26 

Housecleaning Refs. 

Wed and Thur All Day 

Call John (415) 387-3680 
8-10AM E-23 

House and Apt. Cleaning 
Smallor Large 

Call Barry & Tom 

Local references, Calleves. 387-6703 E-22 

Perms, Trims, Tints, and Conditioning 

HOUSE OF ST JAMES 
“Wash & Wear, Easy-care, Hair Styling’ 

421-1787 
209 Post St 
Mon - Sat 

Ask for Chuck. You'll like the way he does it 

E-O 

ELECTROLYSIS & ENZYME HAIR RE 
MOVAL GUYS... Are you embarrassed by 

excessive body hair? We clear shoulders, 

back, stomach, chest or pubic area. 

BEARD Shaped, Thinned, Removed 

HOUSE OF ST JAMES 
421-1787 

209 Post St. 
Mon - Sat 

Free Consultation - No Obligation ~~ E-O 

HALLOWEEN IS CLOSE! 
Look Fabulous 

Consultation on How to Make up Dress, 
Fashion & Hair Styl by an expert. Call 
Estuardo, 776-4997 E-22 

House and apt. painting. Reliable and 
Reasonable. Free estimate and color ideas. 
Call Tony at 861-5866. E-22 
Home service maintenance, carpentry, deck 
building, remodeling, pest exterminating, 
basement cleaning, home repairs. A list of 
references. 387-5121 or 864-8205 ext 21 Ask 

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

    

guys. Call 468-2833 after 5 E-22 Call Rick. 563-3006. Moving g-22 forBob Williams E-26 
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CITY STATE ZIP 

PHONE AMOUNT ENCLOSED 
    

Please make all checks payable to: Bay Area Reporter 

Mail to : B.A.R., 1550 Howard Street, San Francisco, CA 94103 
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Rates: 

FIRST LINE 
$1.00 

All Subsequent 
Lines 

$.50  



  

  

  

  
  

VOLUME 5 NUMBER 23 NEXT DEADLINENOVEMBER 20 NEXT ISSUE OUT NOVEMBER 26 

THE LARGEST CIRCULATION AND READERSHIP IN THE BAY AREA 

PRESENTS THE CANDIDATES FOR 

Empress 

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  
  

ELECTION: 

DECEMBER 13 S.I.LR. CENTER 83 6th STREET 12 to 8 P.M.  


